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Ohio Senate passes tougher DCII law 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The state Senate 
yesterday approved unanimously a bill 
closing local enforcement loopholes in 
Ohio's drunken driving statute, said to 
already be one of the toughest in the 
nation. 
Primarily, the bill outlaws an appar- 
ently growing trend in which municipal 
courts have disposed at pre-trial hear- 
ings of drunken driving cases by grant- 
ing suspended sentences or placing 
defendants in alcohol or drug rehabili- 
tation programs. 
Under the proposal, which now goes 
to the House, a local court could not 
dispose of a case except at trial. Upon 
conviction, the judge then would have to 
impose a mandatory, three-day jail 
term or send the defendant to a rehabil- 
itation program that has been approved 
by the Ohio Department of Health. 
Sen. David Hobson, R-Springfield, the 
bill's sponsor, said one of its main 
thrusts is to require municipal and 
other local courts to treat offenders 
charged under local ordinances the 
same as if they were charged under the 
state law, even if local penalties are in 
conflict. 
THE OPTION of the 72-hour iail term 
or the rehabilitation program has been 
a part of the state law since it was 
enacted in 1982, although the require- 
ment for health department approval of 
individual rehabilitation programs is 
added to the law by Hobson's bill. 
Hobson's original measure was weak- 
ened somewhat during committee hear- 
ings at the request of judges and others 
seeking to protect their discretion in the 
handling of cases based on local laws 
and individual circumstances. 
Initially, it was reported that his 
orginal bill mandated the three-day iail 
term for all first-time offenders, but 
Hobson insisted during his presentation 
of the bill that the media "reported that 
wrong." 
However, he conceded that one com- 
mittee amendment did away with a 
provision that would have increased 
from 60 to 90 days the automatic driv- 
er's license suspension required for 
first-time offenders under existing law. 
The bill does increase the statutory 
suspension for repeat offenders, from 
120 days to a year for second-time 
offenders and from 180 days to a year 
for those convicted of a third infraction. 
In addition, the bill makes uniform 
across the state a requirement for six 
driver's license penalty points to be 
assessed upon conviction. Some local 
courts have been assessing only four 
points under the state's penalty point 
system in which 12 accumulated points 
results in the revocation of licenses. 
Hobson said that despite the changes 
in his bill "It will make our highways 
safer and do a better job of carrying out 
the intent of the 1982 law." 
UAO Texas 
trip canceled 
Students took travel or cash refunds 
by Melissa McGllllvray 
staff reporter 
Texas-bound University students planning to travel with Univer- 
sity Activities Organizations had to choose this week whether to 
spend Spring Break in Florida or get a $274 refund. 
The students had paid to go on the UAO South Padre Island trip, 
which fell through last Wednesday. 
Collegiate Tour and Travel of Minneapolis, UAO's travel agency 
for the trip, said last Wednesday there were problems, said Gale 
Swanka. director of UAO. 
One of the hotels had backed out of the trip, so the travel agency 
could only accommodate 44 of the 80 students planning to attend, 
Swanka said. 
"They offered us alternate accommodations which we felt were 
unacceptable," Swanka said. 
Their original accomodations were four-person ocean-front condo- 
miniums. The alternate plan was for 10-person apartment-style 
rooms three blocks from the ocean. 
"We ended up canceling the contract on Friday at 4 (p.m)," 
Swanka said. She said all participants were contacted by Saturday. 
THE STUDENTS were given the opportunity to go on UAO's 
Daytona trip instead, and receive a $34 refund, or not go on the trip 
and get a full refund, she said. 
She said 32 students chose to go to Daytona, and 36 took the full 
refund. 
Some students were upset, but most were understanding about the 
situation, Swanka said. 
"Most of the people understood it was something over which UAO 
had no control, she said. "Almost half of them were still willing to 
go with us on a trip." 
The deposit for the trip was sent to the agency Feb. 28, and the 
balance was sent March 10. Swanka said there was no discussion of 
problems either time. 
"If they knew of a problem at that time, they were still trying to 
work it out before scaring any of the schools," she said. 
This is the first time UAO has worked through this travel agency. 
Their Daytona trip and all previous trips have been handled by Echo 
Travel, with whom they have had no similar problems, she said. 
SWANKA SAID the problems with this trip stemmed from the 
abundance of students on Spring Break the same week. 
"Something like 60 percent of the schools in the country have their 
breaks the same time we do - that was part of the problem with 
South Padre," she said. 
Combining the trips has posed some problems with transportation 
and accommodations, Swanka said. 
The South Padre people could only fill a partial busload, so the bus 
will have to stop at Otterbein College and pick up more students. 
Also, the Daytona hotels are more spread out than was originally 
planned, Swanka said. 
A few three-person groups also had to be split up to fit the four- 
person rooms. 
Besides these. Swanka hopes the combination of trips will not 
cause many problems. 
"As long as the Daytona trip comes off without any problems, 
we're still going to make 392 people happy," she said. 
Program 'draws' kids on Saturdays 
by Terri Matyus 
reporter 
BG News Jacquie Pearson 
Picasso reborn 
Laura Beth Dunn, 2, displays her artistic talents with a marker and drawing pad during a Saturday 
morning children's art class. 
Children of Bowling Green 
and surrounding areas can 
begin to expand and develop 
their artistic talents at a 
young age through Bowling 
Green's Saturday Art Pro- 
gram. 
The program offers art 
classes for children one year 
old up to high school. Offered 
through the School of Art, 
Division of Art Education/Art 
Therapy, the program is 
growing in popularity, 
according to Tracy Ruhlin, 
part-time instructor of the 
School of Art and director of 
the Saturday Art Program. 
The program is taught by 
University students, primar- 
ily junior and senior majors 
in art education and art the- 
rapy. Assistants in the Satur- 
day Program are elementary 
education majors. 
Edward Blandy, Assistant 
Professor of the School of Art, 
said the goal of the Saturday 
Art Program is not only to 
teach how to create art. 
"THE KIDS learn how to 
criticize art and learn what 
role art has in society. All the 
classes are responding to 
those things at each level," he 
said. 
Continuing education has 
been affiliated with the Satur- 
day Art Program since last 
year, handling the advertis- 
ing and promotion, as well as 
all of the administrative 
work. 
The added advertising, as 
well as word of mouth, has 
increased the enrollment in 
the program, Ruhlin said. 
"Enrollment is up to 89-95 
children a term. I think that 
word has gotten around that 
the program has been en- 
hanced and upgraded," he 
said. 
The Children's Devel- 
opment Center is used for 
many of the younger classes 
because of appropriate facili- 
ties. They also handle the 
overflow from the 1- to 3-year- 
old classes. 
Jodi Castleman, secretary- 
/program director of Continu- 
ing Education, said not only 
D See Art, page 4. 
FAA reviews runway proposal 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
The Federal Aviation Administration will decide 
whether to fund the proposed runway expansion at 
Wood County Airport after reviewing testimony 
from a public hearing held Tuesday night. 
About 40 people attended the hearing which was 
the last of three meetings designed to address the 
environmental impact of the proposed project. 
The original environmental assessment com- 
Sed by the R.W. Armstrong Co. of Indianapolis at 
i request of the Wood County Airport Authority 
has been on public review since February 8. 
The assessment addresses the issues of noise, 
land use and social impacts of the expansion. 
This report along with the testimony will be used 
to make a revised statement for the FAA, accord- 
ing to a spokesman for R.W. Armstrong. 
'The testimony will be recorded and summa- 
rized," said Mike Rose of R.W. Armstrong. "The 
FAA will make its decision after looking at the 
comments and the laws under the Environmental 
Policy Act." 
If the FAA decides to back the protect it will 
provide 95 percent of the cost from the Airport 
Trust Fund. The fund is made up from such 
monies as ticket and jet fuel taxes. 
MOST OF those testifying at the hearing ex- 
pressed support for the project. 
Wes Hoffman, municipal administrator said he 
backed the project for safety reasons. 
"I think the new runway alignment is important 
to the city mainly from a safety standpoint," 
Hoffman said. "It will take the runway away from 
the populated portion of the city." 
Jeff Snook, a member of the Chamber of Com- 
merce, stressed the benefits the expansion would 
have for the city. 
"Economically, Bowling Green needs this pro- ject to continue expanding its industrial base to 
continue viability and growth," he said. "I also 
think that the environmental studies have been 
done thoroughly." 
The only negative comments expressed were by 
Ron Nickey, who represented the A.H. Nickey 
Company located on Mercer Road. If the expan- 
sion project is approved the company will have to 
be relocated. 
"The airport in its present location will not be 
compatible in the residential and academic area 
where it is located," Nickey said. "It will also 
restrict increased growth north of town." 
Written testimony will be accepted for the next 
week, at this time the report will be submitted to 
the FAA. 
Reagan offers compromise 
on aid for Nicaraguan rebels 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan, scrambling for 
votes to win $100 million in mili- 
tary aid to Nicaraguan rebels, 
yesterday offered Congress a 
possible compromise that would 
limit the assistance to "de- 
fensive" weapons, training and 
logistics for tne first 90 days. 
With today's showdown House 
vote expected to be extremely 
close, the White House gave 
congressmen a draft executive 
order that they said Reagan 
would sign if the $100 million 
was passed. 
The draft order would restrict 
the first 90 days of aid to the 
contra rebels to weapons "for 
defense against air attacks," 
training in small-unit warfare 
and logistical aid. The aid would 
be stopped if the rebels engaged 
in human rights violations or 
drug smuggling. 
Under the president's plan, all 
types of military aid would be 
Brmitted after 90 days if the 
list Nicaraguan government 
does not negotiate seriously with 
the rebels - a step the govern- 
ment has repeatedly refused to 
take, charging that the contras 
are a creation of the United 
States. 
Congress could block the aid 
at that point, but that would 
require majority votes in both 
the House and Senate. Reagan 
could then veto such a move and 
it would require a two-thirds 
majority in each house to over- 
ride him. 
Rep. Michael Barnes, D-Md., 
chairman of the House Foreign 
Affairs subcommittee on Latin 
America, said the proposed 
compromise "doesn't really 
change anything ... It's an ob- 
vious indication that the admin- 
istration doesn't have the votes 
on the merits and they're grasp- 
ing for ways to get some votes." 
But Rep. John McKernan, R- 
Maine, a swing vote, said that 
while he was still undecided, the 
new proposal made him more 
likely to vote for the $100 million. 
In a statement accompanying 
the draft order, Reagan said he 
favored a negotiated solution 
with the leftist Nicaraguan gov- 
ernment and that "approval of 
my request for addtional assis- 
tance ... does not mean that a 
military solution is inevitable." 
While the House debated, a 
fresh appeal to avoid the use of 
force in the Central American 
was made in Washington by the 
eight-nation Contodora group of 
Latin American countries seek- 
ing a peaceful settlement in the 
area. 
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Fun, sun and 21 
The time has come once again for thousands of 
University students to head south for a week of 
fun and sun. 
Many will be heading to famous, or perhaps 
infamous, hot spots like Daytona Beach and Fort 
Lauderdale to take a much needed break from the 
snow and sleet northwest Ohio is known for. 
But things are going to be different this year for 
those traveling to the Sunshine State. There have 
been some changes that may make this spring 
break, and those in the future, a bit more sedate. 
Florida legislator recently raised the state's 
legal drinking age to 21 and city officials in Fort 
Lauderdale and Daytona Beach have banned drink- 
ing on the beach. These new laws are not sitting 
well with the estimated 500,000 students who flock 
to the beaches during the six-week spring break 
S€dson. 
Police arrested 830 people during the first 18 days 
of break, close to the total number of arrests for the 
entire period last year. Local police officials said 20 
percent of the arrests are related to the new 
drinking laws. 
Now that things have changed in Florida, the 
thinking of students making the trek south will also 
need to change. 
The laws were made for the good of the students 
as well as the interests of the community. 
Students who travel south bring big bucks with 
them. Last year students spent $120 million in 
Florida and they're expected to spend at least that 
much this year. 
Local merchants do not complain about the 
spending, but residents griped that some students 
drink too much and in the aftermath leave tons of 
litter and destroy hotel rooms. 
Last year, three people were killed and 100 
injured along the narrow one-mile strip of beach 
and bars in Ft. Lauderdale. 
The changes in Florida law were made in an 
effort to control these types of problems, and 
students who choose to hit the beaches must realize 
that the Florida beaches are no longer places 
where "anything goes." 
War wimps talk a good fight 
Some pet peeves 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
If you look up "varmint" in 
the dictionary, you find "an ob- 
noxious person or animal." 
While I realize a raccoon isn't 
a person, this definition per- 
fectly describes my roommate's 
pet, Roxy. 
Why can't Roxy the raccoon 
be more like my cat, "B"? 
The "Killer B" (he has seve- 
ral different names) doesn't 
cause trouble and is a nice addi- 
tion to the house even if I don't 
see him much. 
Roxy, the killer raccoon, is a 
different story. 
He climbs things my cat never 
looks at, chatters in a more 
recognizable language ("B" 
whines too much), and is a lot 
more colorful than my light- 
brown feline. 
But to all of you people who 
might think that having a rac- 
coon in your house is all-out joy, 
I laugh at you. 
I laugh at you once for Roxy, 
too, although his laugh is more 
of a snicker of anticipation. 
The varmint's first two weeks 
at our house were about as fun 
as a having engine trouble in a 
new car halfway down to Flor- 
ida for spring break. 
He wouldn t let me touch him 
unless he was in his cage. He bit 
me several times, and was al- 
ways running around the house 
looking for trouble. 
He loves to gnaw on bare feet, 
a lesson I learned after one of 
my showers. 
I was wearing only a towel 
wrapped around my hearty 
chest when the furry ball of gray 
and black trouble came calling 
in the hallway. After a few 
laughs and some Walter Payton 
moves on my part to avoid his 
vicious swipes, he got bored. 
Then he ripped my underwear 
out of my hands and took off! 
Now that's a curse I wouldn't 
want to wish on anybody. 
At any event, Roxy lived and I 
think I died a little but both 
Srties are still managing. I do 
e Roxy and he can be fun but 
he constantly reminds you that 
he's not your average pet. 
He tried to escape to our base- 
ment (another curse I wouldn't 
want to wish on any living orga- 
nism) Tuesday night. I quickly 
dropped the phone and moved to 
apprehend him. It was dark and 
I knew Rick would spend hours 
trying to find Roxy it I couldn't 
catch him first. 
He was already down the 
stairway behind some boxes so I 
had only one chance. I grabbed 
his tail and pulled him back to 
safety. 
Feeling satisfied that I had 
accomplished my mission, I 
gazed down at the cute little 
animal and watched him poke 
two red holes in my middle 
finger with his teeth. 
I let him go about as fast as I 
picked him up. I hope he's still 
not angry at me. 
The only thing worse than a 
raccoon who bites fingers is one 
who bites fingers and holds a 
grudge. 
So in the meantime I must try 
and reach a compromise with 
this cold sore on the lip of life. 
And while I'm trying, do your- 
self a favor. Take some time to 
think before you decide to invest 
in an unordinary, undomesti- 
cated animal. 
Wilson, a Junior Journalism 
major from Fostona, is wire 
editor of The News. 
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Hours 8am to 8 p.m Monday through Friday 
by Mike Royko 
I don't know why so many 
congressmen are pussyfooting 
around the question of financial 
aid to the contras in Nicaragua. 
Of course we should give them 
financial aid. If we don't, how 
can they go on with their efforts 
to overthrow the oppressive left- 
wing Sandinista government 
and restore the traditional op- 
pressive right-wing govern- 
ment? 
But we shouldn't stop with 
money. Anybody can give 
money. And $100 million is not 
much more than peanuts. Fer- 
die Marcos and his sweetie stole 
100 times that much during their 
battle against the commies. 
No, if the job is going to be 
done right, we should send an 
American military force to Ni- 
caragua. 
I'm not talking about a big 
military force, such as we com- 
mitted to Vietnam. 
In fact, I would recommend a 
very small force, consisting of 
one man. 
He is Patrick Buchanan, the 
presidential aide who has been 
the moving force behind the 
White House's efforts to give 
more money to the contras. 
It was Buchanan who recently 
drew the line between loyalty 
and disloyalty by saying that 
those who favor more aid to the 
contras were for freedom and 
goodness, but any Democrat 
who voted against it was a kiss- 
uig-cousin to the Kremlin. 
Why do I want to send Bu- 
chanan to Nicaragua? The an- 
swer is simple. He is one of my 
heroes. When he gets his patri- 
otic dander up, he reminds me of 
myy favorite movie actor, Lon 
Chaney Jr., playing the role of 
the Wolfman. 
And because I admire Bu- 
chanan so much, it bothers me 
that he has received a bum rap. 
As you may remember, some- 
time last year a congressman 
from Indiana named Andrew 
Jacobs coined the phrase "war 
wimps." 
Jacobs, a combat Marine in 
the Korean War, was referring 
to prominent right-wing hawks 
who like to talk a good fight but 
somehow managed to avoid mil- 
itary duty when they had a 
chance to shed a little of their 
own blood. 
The war wimp list was a long 
one: sword-rattling members of 
the Reagan administration, 
hard-eyed congressmen, tough- 
talking journalists, war-game 
warriors and many others. 
And there on the list, under B, 
was Patrick Buchanan. It seems 
that when Patrick was draft-age 
during the Vietnam War, he 
missed the opportunity to go 
eyeball-to-eyeball with the com- 
mies he so hates. 
He has explained this by say- 
ing he had a sore knee. 
Naturally, those who were 
compiling the list of war wimps 
snickered at Buchanan's expla- 
nation. 
They didn't understand that 
Buchanan had simply been the 
victim of discriminatory prac- 
tices by the Vietnam-era draft 
boards and doctors. It happened 
this way: 
During World War II, the draft 
boards and doctors didn't do 
much discriminating. If you 
could walk and see your hand in 
front of your nose, you were 
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healthy enough to heed Uncle 
Sam's call. I nad an uncle who 
was inducted while in a wheel- 
chair. 
The same thing occurred 
when I took my physical during 
the Korean War. The doctor told 
me: "Those are the flattest feet 
I ever saw. I guess that's why 
you are so knock-kneed. And the 
reason your body leans so far to 
the right is that you have a 
curved spine." 
Then he congratulated me and 
wrote "1-A" on my form and 
held it six inches from my nose 
so my weak eyes could make it 
out. 
But once we got going in Viet- 
nam, the standards changed. 
For some reason, the draft 
boards began discriminating 
against white, college-educated, 
financially-secure, politically- 
connected young men who had 
bad knees, hangnails, flat feet, 
weak eyes, acne, runny noses 
and other ailments. 
It wasn't that they thought 
somebody with a sore knee or 
flat feet couldn't fight. But they 
had more confidence in the flat 
feet and bad knees of blue-collar 
and rural whites, or ghetto 
blacks. 
As a result, people like Bu- 
chanan were deprived of the 
precious opportunity to defoliate 
commies. 
And because of that discrimi- 
natory policy, Patrick Bu- 
chanan, a man with more 
patriotic fervor than anyone 
since Sen. Joe McCarthy, had 
been cruelly labeled a war 
wimp. ; 
So I say that Patrick should be. 
£ven an opportunity to erase, 
e stigma. Give the contras the 
money, and give them Patrick 
Buchanan. 
And if he goes to Nicaragua, 
111 ship him my old Gl-issued 
arch supports. 
I'd be damn proud to have him; 
wear them. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
An Easter story for modern times 
by Bill Melden 
He was only 20 years old, but 
at times like this, he felt much 
older; felt, in fact, as though a 
score of summers had ripped 
and wounded him beyond re- 
pair. He had wept and cursed his 
way through one disappoint- 
ment after another, feeling that 
special shock of betrayal that 
comes to the very young when 
they discover that life can be 
vicious as well as voluptuous. 
At the age of 17, veering along 
the edge of a nervous break- 
down, he had sought the help of a 
competent and compassionate 
psychiatrist. "A tendency to- 
ward chronic depression, the 
psychiatrist noted. "Extreme 
emotional lability frequently in- 
volving suicidal ideation." 
There followed two years of the- 
rapy, consisting of weekly con- 
sultations and frequent 
midnight phone calls; and, al- 
though the psychiatrist was con- 
sidered one of the city's finest, 
he was unable to effect much of 
a cure. In a commendable effort 
to minimize his patient's "suici- 
dal ideation," ne resorted to 
drug therapy, prescribing anti- 
depressants for the daily grind 
and tranquilizers for the mo- 
ments of crisis. 
But it hadn't worked, and it 
struck the patient as one more 
broken promise, one more cruel 
hustle in a world filled with cruel 
hustles. Now, at the age of 20, he 
hadn't seen the shrink in almost 
a year, and he had decided to 
solve his problems by himself, 
once and tor all. So ne walked 
across his bedroom, opened a 
desk drawer, and removed the 
Smith & Wesson .38-caliber re- 
volver that he had purchased a 
year earlier. He got in his car 
and went for a ride, not wishing 
to make a mess for someone else 
to clean up. 
Somewhere on his way to the 
secluded wildlife sanctuary 
where he planned to make his 
exit, he encountered an old 
friend, and consented to have 
one last "chat," one final round 
of meaningless words. His 
friend didn't see the Smith & 
Wesson, and he had no intention 
of mentioning it to her. Let the 
act speak for itself, he figured; 
it will speak soon enough. 
His friend, however, had a 
surprise for him; she wasn't in 
the mood for a chat, but some 
serious talk. She knew him 
pretty well, knew the crowd he 
ran with and the things he had 
done, and she was neither sur- 
prised nor frightened by the 
despair that clouded bis face 
and darkened his eyes. 
She began to talk to him about 
life: not just life as they had 
known it In their town or their 
time, but life as an absolute, and 
in a matter of minutes she was 
talking  to   him  about   Jesus 
Christ and the Resurrection. 
"It really happened, you 
know," he heard ner saying. 
"They killed Him, they laid Him 
out, and three days later He 
came back. They tortured Him 
and left Him up there for hours, 
and then, just to make sure, they 
stuck a spear through His heart. 
But He busted out; He came 
back. That means something. It 
means something to you, if you 
have sense enough to see it. 
"What does that mean to 
me?" he replied, trying, for 
friendship's sake, not to laugh in 
her face. "You don't have the 
faintest idea ..." 
"I have an idea," she inter- 
rupted. "I have an idea that 
you're a dead man yourself, or 
as good as dead. I've known you 
for a few years, and I've seen 
more than you think. If you've 
Sot life right now, what good is it 
oing you? Are you happy? Do 
you nave any peace? Has your 
shrink found some new pill that 
can get rid of your loneliness or 
anger?" 
She was coming in hard, hit- 
ting below the belt. Why was he 
listening to this? Why didn't he 
just tell her... 
"I love you," she said sud- 
denly. "I'm not in love with you, 
but I love you. But what matters 
is that He loves you, and that He 
came up out of that grave to give 
you His love and His life. It's not 
just for Easter. It's for your life, 
all of your life, and it's real. He's 
given it to me. He'll give it to 
you. But you've got to ask. 
You've got to look past yourself 
and ask, and then He'll give you 
a new life. Unless you're too 
wise, too experienced, to give it 
a try. Are you? Are you too 
smart for Jesus, or will you ask 
Him to give you some life?" 
"I don't know," be said, cast- 
ing wildly about for some re- 
sponse that would make sense. 
'They say the Lord helps them 
who help themselves ..." 
"No He doesn't," she replied. 
"They don't need any help. The 
Lord helps the helpless. You're 
helpless, even if you've never 
admitted it before. Why not give 
it up, give up all this mess you're 
struggling with, and find out 
whatuf e and love and power are 
all about? It didn't end with 
Easter; it began with Easter. 
Come on, Bill. Will you give it a 
try or not?" 
"Yes, I will," I said, "ft 
scares the hell out of me, but I'll 
try it. What do I say to Him?" - 
So she helped me find the 
words, and for the first time 
since I was a child. I began to 
pray. I never made it to the 
wildlife sanctuary. 
Melden, a free-lance writer from Chattanooga, Tenn. and 
living in Bowling Green, is a 
columnist for The News. 
Respond LettCfS 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
Letters to the editor should 
not be longer than 200 words 
and columns should not be 
longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous. 
All submissions are subject 
to condensation, and opinions 
printed do not necessarily 
reflect those of the staff. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
21* West Hall 
In the stars? 
I want to suggest that TheBG 
News run horoscopes. I among 
many people, enjoy reading 
them and would like to see them 
included in the paper. 
Is it possible to find room in 
STU 
the News for additional read- 
ing? If you cannot do it in the 
regualr issues, maybe it could 
be added to Friday Magazine. 
Shannon E. Walsh 
711 Fourth St Apt. 8 
Editor's note: While we try to 
select features which will be of 
interest to the greatest number 
of our readers, we unfortunately 
don't have the money to buy 
many of the things we'd like to 
get for our pages. 
by Walt Emerine 
,.,AAJD   IN CIOSIAJ6... 
|f 
I'D  JUST 
UH€    TO 
SA1  THAT 
\THETe UHLL 
Be A/o 
ecASi ou 
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Fee waivers considered scholarships 
by Dave Harding 
chief copy editor 
To avoid taxation, graduate fee waivers 
will now be considereda scholarship instead 
of a benefit. 
I/mis Katzner, dean of the graduate col- 
g
 j ^ S" University had always consid- 
ered the fee waiver as a scholarship, but 
graduate   student   contracts   had   never 
clearly indicated this was so. 
"It really wasn't dear before that fee 
waivers were scholarships, so we ran into 
problems," Katzner said. "We are now 
taking steps that we believe the IRS will find 
convincing that the fee waiver is a schol- 
arship." 
Katzner said when a graduate student is 
recognized for an assistantship, he or she 
will also be recognized for a fee waiver. The 
student will then sign two separate con- 
tracts - a contract for the assistantship and 
a graduate college grant (the fee waiver). 
"We are having graduate students sign 
separate contracts to make it conform to our 
practice (of considering a fee waiver a 
scholarship)," Katzner said. 
HE SAID when the issue about the taxing 
of fee waivers began, reservations existed 
over whether the IRS would regard the fee 
waiver as a scholarship. However, when the 
matter was discussed with the University 
tax counsel, these reservations subsided. 
"I think what is happening now is that we 
are not just changing the name of the fee 
waiver but doing things differently," 
Katzner said. "The more we looked into the 
question and got involved in the details, the 
more it looked like the fee waiver could be 
counted as a scholarship." 
But Katzner said there were no guar- 
antees that the IRS would agree with what 
the University was doing. 
"There are no guarantees but obviously 
our attorneys feel we have a good case, 
Katzner said. 
Bartley Brennan, chair of the Legal Stud- 
ies department, suggested each individual 
graduate student seek advice from either a 
certified public accountant or from tax 
counsel concerning his or her legal status. 
"I'm not giving out tax advice, but if a 
graduate student is audited they will not be 
represented by the University council, but 
by their own tax counsel." Brennan said. 
"So I recommend they seek out advice from 
their own tax counsel or a CPA." 
Health Center surveys students 
by Beth Thomas 
reporter 
The Student Health Center is 
conducting a survey to find out 
how many students use their 
facility and how often. 
"We want to get some idea as 
to what the pattern of utilization 
is among students," said Dr. 
Joshua Kaplan, director of 
health services. 
The average student visits the 
center 1% tunes per semester, 
but this figure does not reveal 
how many are repeat visitors, 
such as students receiving fre- 
quent allergy injections, he said. 
Another purpose in the sur- 
veys is to find out if there is a 
genuine need for the center to 
increase their hours to include 
evenings, he said. 
"We really do want feedback. 
If we find that there is a tremen- 
dous demand for evening hours, 
it can be done. If not, that's fine 
too," Kaplan said. 
Adding two evenings per 
week, a 20 percent increase in 
their operating hours, would re- 
quire an increase in general fees 
of about $3 or $4 a semester for 
all students, he said. However, 
this could lead to greater sav- 
ings for students who would 
have had to go to Wood County 
Hospital those evenings for 
care, he said. 
IN ADDITION, the health cen- 
ter hopes to learn through the 
survey whether students have 
adequate health insurance, and 
help them decide if having cov- 
erage should be mandatory, he 
said. 
He said he believes health 
insurance is important and 
worth the expense because it is 
hard for a physician to properly 
treat a patient who can't afford 
to have X-rays, blood tests, or 
hospitalization. 
Dean Purdy, director of re- 
search and evaluation for the 
Office of Student Affairs, said 
the surveys are meant to be a 
Eeneral kind of evaluation of the 
ealth center. 
They are examining policies 
that would cost $100-150 per stu- 
dent, and would have a $25,000 
limit, he said. 
GSG reps attend 
college conference 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
To balance the budget, sac- 
rifices must be made in all 
areas of federal spending, 
including education. 
This is the conclusion 
reached by several members 
of Undergraduate Student 
Government, after attending 
the United States Student As- 
sociation (USSA) Annual 
Legislative Conference in 
Washington, D.C. March 14- 
17. 
Michael McGreevey, John 
Nehrenz and Kelly McCoy 
were among those attending 
the conference. 
During the event, a press 
conference was held with 
members of USSA and the 
Congressional Education 
Committee to "put the green 
back in education." The event 
took place on St. Patrick's 
day on Capitol Hill. 
McGreevey and Nehrenz 
said the conference did not 
consider all aspects of the 
issue. 
McGreevey, president of 
USG, said he is not in favor of 
cuts in the education budget, 
but he realizes cuts will have 
to be made everywhere in 
order to reduce the federal 
deficit. 
"We can't all say 'don't cut 
from me' ... concessions 
have to be made in education 
too." he said. "We have to 
look at the fact that a few 
years from now, when we are 
out of school, we will be inher- 
iting the huge deficit. Student 
attitudes have changed from 
a 'me attitude' to apathy, to 
looking at the future." 
USG PASSED a resolution 
March 10 stating the federal 
government must play a role 
in financially aiding students 
as well as find a solution to 
the overall deficit problem. 
Tim Brown, at-large rep- 
resentative and sponsor of the 
resolution, said the solution is 
likely to include cuts in the 
education budget. 
"We are being more realis- 
tic about it, the defecit needs 
to be cut... in the long run it 
will be beneficial to every- 
one," Brown said. "We want 
a stable economy." 
Brown believes critics of 
deficit-cutting plans are be- 
ing short-sighted and trying 
to protect areas of the federal 
budget which affect them 
most, rather than looking at 
the overall picture. 
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HBOJANGLESir; 
Across from Food Town, S. Main 
"Sinbad" 
ALSO 
CHARLESTOWN llexpires 3-25-861 
|    FREE POOL Evwry Tues. & Wed.   | 
APARTMENTS  
MID AM MANOR 
Choose   from   choice   apartments   within 
walking distance to campus—summer 1986 
and 1986-87 school year: 
Only 2 Apartments Left! 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
Haircut 
Hours 
closed on Mondays 
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00 
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00 
$6 Reg. $10 I 
Don 
not 
Includ. 
•rumpoo 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
NEW LOCATION!  118 S. Enterprise 
2 houses south of Taco Bell 
Lois      Leah      Suzie 352-2566 
G
° White Water Rafting 
^ with 
on 
April 18-20 or April 25-27 
on the New River in West Virginia 
Cost is $55 per person & includes transportation, 
raft trip,   lodging  &  Saturday's  lunch.  $15  non- 
refundable deposit required with sign-up. 
Sign ups begin March 31  in the UAO Office, 3rd 
floor, Union. 
1 AFRICAN WEEK '86 
Monday, March 31 
2:00-4:00 p.m. 
International Lounge 
411 South Hall 
Thursday, April 3 
8:00 p.m. 
Amani 
Friday, April 4 
7:00 p.m. 
Amani 
Saturday, April 15 
5:00 p.m. 
Amani 
f 
Coffee hours, Slide Show 
Film Show on Africa 
African Artifacts 
Panel Discussion 
"The Role of Women in the 
Struggle Against Apartheid" 
African Dinner Donation — $3.00) 
Keynote Speaker 
Theme:   "Majority  Rule —There 
Can Be No Compromise." 
Look for the. . . 
"DRESS FOR SUCCESS/ 
CAREERS" 
Special Edition 
Tabloid 
Wednesday, April 9 
in 'rf 
u- r THE BG NEWS 
• Most desirable jobs and 
geographic locations 
• What to expect in the job market 
• College life vs. career life 
• On the job fashions A $ 
Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 3, 4 p.m. 
and the College of Musical Arts 
Jazz Week 
prmamnt 
SPYRO GYRA 
APRIL 12, 1986 
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU Student Tickets (with valid ID) $7, $9, $12 
General Admission — $9, $11, $14 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. for the respective show. 
Kobacker Box Office open — March 17-21. 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
doted during Spring Break — March 24-28 
reopens March 31, 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. weekdays 
Box Office phona number — 372-8171 
^11 m fflff    ln»i'»» you »o redeem your Spyro Gyro ticket for a 10% discount on your 
' Aspen tab the night ol the show. 
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Prof to lecture 
in Philippines 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
A professor from the Uni- 
versity's Firelands campus 
will have the i 
opportunity I 
to study the I 
recent turn of 
political 
events in the 
Philippines. 
The oppor- i 
tunity is Muego 
made possible through his 
acceptance of the Fulbright 
lectureship. The official se- 
nior lectureship in political 
science will require Benja- 
min Muego, assistant profes- 
sor of political science, to 
teach American foreign pol- 
icy and political thought as 
well as international relations 
at the University of Phil- 
ippines. 
He will also be assisting 
graduate students in thesis 
and dissertation research. 
"I look at it as a recognition 
of sorts to observe and study 
the process of change in the 
Philippines right now," 
Muego said. 
MUEGO SAID he would not 
have accepted the lectureship 
if Ferdinand Marcos was still 
in power. 
Now that the political situa- 
tion is stabilized, he said he 
also wants to travel in the 
country and write and re- 
search the response of sectors 
in the Philippine society, es- 
pecially the youth, to the 
Aquino administration. 
"I feel honored to be recog- 
nized. It is an opportunity to 
be in the Philippines at this 
stage," he said. 
Muego, who is serving his 
fourth year at the Firelands 
campus, will be leaving in 
June. 
• ATTENTION • 
VCT and Graphics Arts Majors 
Student Publications will be hiring 
for 1986-87 after Spring Break 
* Hands-on experience in production work. 
* Apply through Student Employment, 
460 Student Services, through March 21. 
AAA WANTS 
YOUR MONEY TO HAVE 
A SAFE TRIP 
Ai AAA we do everything we can 
to make sure your vacation is 
free from worry Thais why we 
offc: American Express" Travelers 
Cheques - the ones travelers 
ctiequ** users prefer' And. 
they re available wiih no service 
charge to AAA members So 
before you go stop at AAA and 
get Amencan Express Travelers 
Cheques Vbu II feel 
safer all over 
<®> TRAVEL AGENCY 
414 E Woosler Si 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Ph 352-5276 
Guarantee the safety of your money 
for Spring Break 
4$L* 
(^ Sunday Only 
19 & Over! 
Contests and Prizes 
Every Week 
Relief Pitcher & Doubles Night 
March 23 
Sweater 
Girl 
Contest 
For more information consult your local Fundrinkery. 
The Fundrinkery 
382-1876 Glenbyrne Center 
Everyone 19 & Over Welcome 
Band 'equal opportunity offender' 
by Amanda Stein 
reporter 
You find yourself in the dun- 
geon. A lone noose hangs from 
the ceiling. Skulls and cross- 
bones abound. Pictures of Ed 
Gein, one of America's most 
bizarre murderers, are plas- 
tered on the walls. 
This is the House of Abuse, 
12208 Gypsy Lane, home for 
some of the members of a musi- 
cal group of the same name. 
The band, a psychedelic punk 
rock group, has been practicing 
since August and will have their 
first public appearance at Main 
Street, 117 N. Main, April 2. 
Larry Reyes, senior visual 
communications technology and 
fine arts major, started forming 
the band this summer. 
"I got together with two of the 
other members (John Zoll and 
Scott Cramer, both transient 
students) and we started jam- 
ming. We realized there was 
some real music talent there. I 
asked Maria (Weber, junior fine 
arts major) and Doug (Ken-, 
senior art major) to join and it's 
been working out good," Reyes, 
the drummer, said. 
Practice takes place in the 
"dungeon," where vocalist 
Cramer has a tendency to hang 
onto the noose as he performs. 
THE GROUP has a repertoire 
of approximately 20 songs, half 
original and half covers (songs 
that other groups have done), 
which they play for their 
friends. 
There is no main message to 
their music, Cramer said, but 
most of their songs are convey- 
ing some sort of individual 
meanings. 
"We don't play any political 
music because we can never 
agree on politics," he said. 
The band has an American 
sound with some British influ- 
ence. 
Weber, vocalist and tambou- 
rine player, said, on the whole, 
the sound reflects the band's 
own musical interests. 
She added that there is some 
agreement in their music pref- 
erences, but basically it is di- 
verse. Her favorite group is The 
Cure. 
' 'We tend to lean toward Euro- 
pean attitudes in the music the 
band does. They (Europeans) 
aren't as apathetic as Ameri- 
cans. There is something behind 
their music," she said. 
Guitarist Kerr enjoys the mu- 
sic of the Bauhaus. One of the 
songs the House of Abuse per- 
forms is, "She's in Parties," a 
reggae song originally done by 
theBauhaus. 
OTHER WORKS include 
"Ganja Bop," an original reg- 
gae song by the group and 
"'Christopher Atkins, an origi- 
nal hate song in honor of the 
actor of the same name. 
Zoll, bass player and vocalist, 
said the latter song involves 
cutting of Atkins' hair with a 
chainsaw and dragging his body 
behind a car. 
"We also perform an original 
work called, "The Annoying 
Song,' a song specifically de- 
signed to annoy people. We play 
it tor friends as well as enemies. 
After all, we at the House of 
Abuse try to offend everyone 
equally. We're an Equal Oppor- 
tunity Offender," he said. 
Lead Abuser 
BG News/Jacquie Pearson 
Scott Cramer, bass player and vocalist for House of Abuse, illustrates 
the band's personal style during a practice in preparation for their 
first live performance on April 2. 
Art  
G Continued from page 1. 
do the children learn how to 
create and understand art, they 
also benefit in being able to work 
with other children in a group, 
following directions and work- 
ing with tools. 
SOME OF the media the 
children work with include clay, 
sand, plaster, drawing media, 
fabric, crayons, watercolors, 
paints and printmaking media. 
Creativity, individualism 
and experimentation are 
stressed, as well as an apprecia- 
tion of art and an increased 
awareness of themselves and 
their surroundings, Castleman 
said. 
Classes meet to May 3 every 
Saturday from 10-11:30 a.m. 
Fees are $35 for the 10-week 
term including art supplies. 
There is an additional fee for 
each parent participating in the 
1-3 year-old class. 
The School of Art also offers 
a summer program, the Sum- 
mer Visual Arts Institute. This 
program involves three weeks of 
art classes, each week focusing 
on a different age group. 
Congratulations 
O.S.E.A. Officers 
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President: 
Vice President: 
Pres.-Elect: 
Secretary: 
Treasurer: 
Treas.-Elect: 
Social: 
Publicity: 
P.R.: 
Membership: 
Fund Raising: 
Jackie Kramer 
Donna Carey 
Timothy Bodnarik 
Jeryl Nellett 
Marie Neff 
Tonda North 
Rose O'Conner 
Amy Stover 
Angie Leonard 
Susan Adkins 
Mary Kay Stanziano 
Back-in parking illegal after break 
Students will no longer be permitted to park in on-campus lots by 
backing into spaces after spring break, according to Director of 
Parking Services Jean Yarnell. 
Back-in parking was allowed from the beginning of spring semes- 
ter until spring break to make jump starting car batteries possible. 
It has been a traditional policy to allow backing in during the cold 
weather months, Yarnell 
■cT&Oit-frvout.faatr- 
i$$4'$*£'$'$4'$4'4**£'f'$4''£4'4'4'4'4^£ 
DORSEY'S DRUG 
500 E. WOOSTER 
"By The Tracks" 
SPECIALS 
• SUNGLASSES 
1/2 Price 
• Pre-Sun Products 
Look (or Kodak 
developing specials 
when you return 
• Beach Thongs 
• Eclipse Sun Tanning 
Oils & Lotions 
• Travel Size 
toothpaste 
deodorant 
shave creams 
MON thru THURS 5-9:30 p.m. 
FRI & SAT 5-10:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY 4:30-8:30 p.m. 
Now serving 
SUSHI 
SH0GUN DINNER 
Combinilion ol Shrimp 
Teapui It Beef 
ShiihKibobTeriyiki 
'9. iQ'i 
5206 RENWYCK, TOLEDO OHIO 
(off Reynolds — near Hill) 535-1836 
CHECKOUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
••••• 
* r"***p. 
Barney's 
Video 
Every 10th Movie Free! 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
• ••*• 
L. NEW AMHVALS: 
YEAR OF THE DRAGON 
Wednetdayi 
Kjjntofi* With r»n»ol ot . TWO MOVItS' W 
All VCR rental! $2,991 
RENTAL RATES 
Same Day 99* (Mu\l br m before Spml 
Overnight '1.99 
Video Recorders . . '5.99 
* "SPECIALS*** 
Sun. overnight 99* 
Tues. overnight . . 2 for 1 
Thurs toMon. ...$3.49 
Sat. toMon $2.98 
Membership Required—$10 for one year 
1093 N. Mam SI. BG       364-1401 
Mon  Set  10-9      Sun. 11-6 
Next to Barney's Convenient Mart AA 
Seer and Wine at state Minimum Prices 
6:30 a.m.-l a.m. every day HIT I \ J 
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(Above) Bravo squad checks a road while doing a reconnaisance patrol on the other squad. Pershing Rifles 
Cpl. Angelo Serra (middle) and P/R Sgt. Anita Greenwalt run across to scout the other side while P/R 1st Lt. 
Tom Zellars (left) and the rest of Bravo squad wait in the woods. Serra is carrying a stick instead of a gun 
because weapons are not allowed in the park. 
Playing soldier 
Future officers learn in the field 
Mud, caniouflauge, and warfare - it may not 
seem like a pleasant way to spend a Saturday. But 
for some University students, the experience is 
more valuable than classroom learning. 
These students are among the 35 men and 
women involved in Pershing Rifles, an ROTC 
military fraternity. 
Last Saturday. 14 members of the fraternity's 
Special Forces division donned camouflauge 
make up and fatigues and traveled to Secor Metro 
Park, near Toledo, for field training exercises. 
"You can draw it on a blackboard, but it's just 
not the same. You have to get out and do it," said 
Alan Jans, commander of Special Forces. 
The group practiced military maneuvers such 
as setting up ambushes and crossing danger 
zones. In one exercise, the group was divided into 
two squads - one ate breakfast while the other 
crept through the woods to spy on them. 
Special Forces takes a similar trip once a 
semester, but did not use weapons this time 
because the park doesn't allow them. Grenades 
and M16's, both with blanks, have been used on 
other trips. 
Rita Swint, junior criminal justice major and 
company commander of Pershing Rifles, said the 
fraternity stresses doing things the military way. 
"We're organized just like a regular company in 
the military," she said. 
Like the military, the fraternity stresses 
leadership, discipline and brotherhood, Swint 
said. 
"We all use the word brotherhood meaning men 
and women," she said. 
Swint, who is the first female company 
commander in the fraternity's 38-year history, 
said women are not treated differently than men 
in the group. 
"(Pershing Rifles) used to be dominated by 
males, but it's no longer that way," she said. 
About seven of the 21 active members are women, 
and women also account for about half of the 14- 
member pledge class. 
SWINT SAID she originally joined the group as a 
freshman because she was looking for something a 
little different. But at the time, the fraternity was 
still male dominated, she said. 
She went to the Pershing Rifles organizational 
meeting, which was attended only by men, and 
was told to go across the hall to a meeting for 
women, she said. 
"I came back and sat down anyway," she said. 
"All the guys thought it was great." 
Although women are not treated differently in 
Pershing Rifles, pledges are. 
Swint said the pledge program for their 
fraternity differs from others because of its strict 
physical training. 
Pledges must do situpsjpushups and run at 6:30 
a.m. three days a week. They also must pass a 
physical training test to get into the fraternity. 
Certain requirements are also used to measure 
discipline, Swint said. These include calling Swint 
"ma am" and male officers "sir." Pledges are 
only allowed to enter the "army doors" of 
Memorial Hall, even though another door may be 
closer, she said. 
"We forget about the formalities after the 
pledging's done," Swint said. 
Pershing Rifles PR sergeant Anita Greenawalt 
says she likes the discipline involved in the 
fraternity. 
"They push you - you find out you can go 
beyond your limits,   Greenawalt said. "It's the 
greatest feeling in the world." 
Story by Melissa McGillivray 
Photos by Joe Phelan 
I i-s (Middle left) After making it to the objective, P/R pledge Tom Mulloy hides under a pine tree taking notes as he spies on the 
R t^j other squad. (Bottom left) Serra and Mulloy do the low crawl to avoid being spotted as they return from their mission. The 
II .; other squad members knew they were being watched, but later said they never saw Serra and Mulloy. (Right) P/R Sgt. 1st Class 
\*-/ Don Powell takes cover behind some upturned picnic tables during a different drill. 
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Damaged lock blocks barges 
GALLIPOLIS, Ohio (AP) - Nine tows car- 
rying nearly 100 barges backed up yester- 
day in the Ohio River near the Gallipolis 
Locks and Dam, and U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers officials estimated river traffic 
could be stalled until at least tomorrow. 
"Our repair crew is on site, working 
around the clock," said Frank Matthews 
Jr., an executive assistant for the Army 
Corps of Engineers at Huntington, W.Va. 
Matthews said the locks were closed at 
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, about 17 hours after they 
were damaged by a Trojan Warrior motor 
vessel headed upriver toward Pittsburgh. 
He said the vessel bumped into an upstream 
gate on one of the locks. 
HE SAID officials continued using the 
locks Tuesdav because of stable water lev- 
els, but said the gate had to be closed 
because of the possiblity it would collapse if 
the water level fell. 
The locks are designed to make it possible 
for traffic to move through the section of the 
Ohio River where the dam is located. The 
locks move the boats from river levels on 
one side of the dam to the other. 
Normally, the difference between water 
levels is about 23 feet. However, early 
spring rains had narrowed the difference to 
5 feet, Army Corp of Engineers spokesman 
Conrad Ripley said. 
Ripley said nine tows, which include tow- 
boats and barges, were waiting to get 
through the locks early yesterday afternoon. 
Matthews estimated it was costing the 
tows an average of $300 an hour "to sit there 
and wait." 
In an average day, about IS tows go 
through the locks at Gallipolis, Matthews 
said. 
David Bayard, also with Huntington office 
of the Army Corps of Engineers, said the 
Trojan Warrior motor vessel damaged the 
lock and a hinge mechanism. 
"It was entering and almost in the main 
lock chamber going upbound on the river," 
Bayard said. "It failed to stop and hit the 
upper miter gate." 
HE SAID the gate sustained some dam- 
age, but that most of the damage was to the 
hinge mechanism. He said the gate was in 
no danger of collapsing. 
Bayard said he did not know what the 
Trojan Warrior was carrying. He said fed- 
eral records indicate the vessel is operated 
by the Marquette Transportation Co. of 
Cassville, Wis. 
Most of the tows that go through the barge 
carry coal or chemicals, but Bayard said he 
did not expect any danger of spills as a 
result of the wait. 
Gunmen kill Israelis 
outside trade fair 
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Gun- 
men in a speeding car opened 
fire on four Israelis outside an 
international trade fair yes- 
terday, killing one and 
wounding three others, Egyp- 
tian television reported. 
The state-owned Middle 
East News Agency said the 
Israelis-two men and two 
women - were taken to a 
nearby hospital, where one 
woman died of her wounds. 
The television report, con- 
firmed bv government 
sources and the Middle East 
News Agency, said the attack 
took place as the four Israelis 
were returning home by car. 
The Israelis work at Israel's 
pavilion at the fair, the re- 
ports said. 
A letter received by a West- 
ern news agency claimed re- 
sponsibility for the attack in 
tne name of Egypt's Revolu- 
tion. 
A group using the same 
name claimed responsibility 
for the assassination last Au- 
gust of an Israeli diplomat in 
Cairo and the June 1964 shoot- 
ing in Cairo of another Israeli 
diplomat. The diplomat sur- 
vived. 
IS LOOKING FOR 
A NEW LOGO . . . 
CAN YOU HELP? 
UAO Logo Contest 
March 16-21 
• Entries must be made on an 8V4 x 11 
sheet of paper. 
• Entries must be in black and white 
• Entries due by 5 p.m., March 21 
Guidelines and other information 
available in the UAO office, 3rd floor, 
Union. 
Education sought for teen pregnancy 
DAYTON (AP) - Montgom- 
ery County, with the highest rate 
of births to unmarried black 
teen-agers, needs sex-education 
and family life classes that be- 
gin in kindergarten, according 
to a report released yesterday. 
The report by the local chap- 
ter of the National Council of 
Negro Women also says more 
clinical services should be tar- 
geted for teens, more housing 
and child care should be pro- 
vided for teen-age parents and 
adolescent fathers need to be 
included in decisions about the 
baby. 
Volunteers from the local 
group collected data in conjunc- 
tion with the National Adoles- 
cent Pregnancy Child Watch. 
"We do have a problem in 
Montgomery County," said Del- 
ores Reid, the local study coordi- 
nator. "We found little or no 
preventive services. Most serv- 
ices are available only after 
pregnancy or  the  birth of   a 
child." 
The number of births to teens 
in Montgomery County has de- 
clined slightly, from 1,569 in 1980 
to 1,221 last year, according to 
the county health district. How- 
ever, some 71 percent of the 
teens who gave birth last year 
were unmarried, the highest 
percentage since the health de- 
cent began keeping statis- 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Wed. SThurs.   * 
—8:30-1:00= 
H.ppy Hours 5:00 to 8:00 _. . AT   , 
A Deal Every Day BtortOH'« 
Live Entertainment Tavern 
toUSbMofd  Friday & Saturday Nights 809 S. Main 
NO COVER CHARGE Sf Sena TV   Pool 
THE NUMBER of teens hav- 
ing abortions also increased 
from 2,311 in 1979 to 2,740 in 1983, 
the last year for which statistics 
were available, according to the 
report. 
Another recent report by the 
Children's Defense Fund-Ohio 
showed an average of 491 births 
per year to unmarried black 
teen-agers in Montgomery 
County. 
That means 92.3 percent of the 
black teen-agers who had babies 
were unmarried, the report 
said, ranking the county first 
among Ohio's 10 largest coun- 
ties. For white teen-agers, the 
rate was 42 percent, ana the 
county's ranking was sixth. 
Paul Rachlin, executive direc- 
tor of Planned Parenthood of 
Miami Valley Inc., cited a re- 
cent national poll showing that 
80 percent of those surveyed felt 
that sex education should be 
taught in schools. 
Reid said that gave her hope a 
family and sex education pro- 
gram for kindergarten through 
nigh school would come soon to 
area schools. 
"We're feeling a lot more opti- 
mistic about it than we were two 
or three years ago," she said. 
"We do think that if we persist, 
the 80 percent might be as vocal 
or more vocal than the 20 per- 
cent who oppose the programs. 
Use The   Escort Service 
|(joun Ofj^Ce 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
352-1195     21 
priviledge of using The 
ocated at 8"1 and High St. 
4 Napoleon Rd. 
•I 
[GUARD'S U 
• ••• | •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■•• • « 
210 n. main 
RELIC 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
N A 
• NO COVER • 
A Designated Driver Participant 
Second Floor of Pott Office 
416 West  State Street,  Room 206 
Fremont, Ohio    43420 
Resumes & Cover Letters 
Professionally Printed 
Computerized  '   Personal   '   Professional 
(419) 332-8241 
Notice to Our 
ADVERTISERS 
THE BG NEWS 
Advertising Deadline for the 
Tues.,  April  1st  edition  (first 
after   Spring   Break)   is   Fri., 
March 21, 4 p.m. 
Confused 
about birth control 
methods? 
Call a friend 
al Planned Parenthood 
354-3540 
All Methods of Birth Control 
Pregnancy Tests • Pap Tests 
Annual Exams • Vasectomies 
VD Diagnosis • Infertility Counseling 
fees ere besed on your income 
KIDS 
KIDS UlWm'tWl'LN 
srawp 
A PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM 
SPONSORED BY THE 
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
SHOPPtNO CENTERS 
imam— 
^* 
WINE SHOP 
Still the Best Kept Ice Cream 
Secret in Bowling Green 
Gelato 
Stop in today for your free taste 
HOT CHOCOLATE, r"""n"""7v "  t\     r*r\ r? Special: Bring this coupon in 
HOT COFFEE, Q^^ I and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice 
HOT TEA AVAILABLE 75C a cup iand y°ur friend 8ets one free 
Expires 3/28/86 
Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies 
Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside. 
Resolve to Break Your Diet w Ihe Aspen Wine Shop 
* Creamy Chocolate •Oreo * Raspberry • Orange •Peach *and many more 
>*»^wiiwwwwwwmwm»imm«^i 
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Official says nuclear plant 
northern Ohio 'workhorse' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Perry nuclear power plant, 
which just received a low-power 
operating license, will be an 
electricity "workhorse" for 
northern Ohio, a spokesman for 
the nuclear power industry said 
yesterday. 
Carl walske, president of the 
Atomic Industrial Forum Inc., 
said Perry is the 100th operable 
nuclear power plant in the na- 
tion. The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission Tuesday issued the 
low-power license for Perry, 
which is about 35 miles east of 
Cleveland. 
Walske said he believes that 
the Perry plant is the only new 
generating capacity in the whole 
northern half of Ohio. 
"It's going to be a big pro- 
ducer of electricity for many, 
many years to come," said 
Walske. "Once a plant like that 
is built - a nuclear plant - it's to 
your advantage to use it first 
before you use any of your other 
capacity. So it's going to be a 
workhorse of electricity produc- 
tion for northern Ohio. 
Walske said the United States 
has about one-third of the 
world's nuclear power capacity 
and that most of it has come into 
service since the Arab oil em- 
bargo of 1973. 
"NUCLEAR POWER since 
1973 dented world oil production 
by about 10 percent," Walske 
said. "Nuclear power played a 
major role - maybe the largest 
role - in reducing  the demand 
Chemical spill 
kills wildlife 
NEWBURY, Ohio (AP) - A 
chemical spill in Geauga 
County has killed at least 100 
fish and caused about 30 
geese to be "in distress," 
state officials said yesterday. 
State environmental offi- 
cials, meanwhile, said the 
effort to clean up the 7,000- 
gallon spill of decyl alcohol 
was being hindered by high 
winds, which scattered the 
booms that had been spread 
to contain the chemical. 
Cleanup was also hindered 
because the chemical was in 
wetlands full of cattails, 
weeds and trees. 
"It's spreading," said Ohio 
Environmental Protection 
Agency spokeswoman Pat- 
ricia Madigan in Columbus. 
"The wind has already blown 
one section of the boom away. 
The boom is designed for 
streams, not marshland. The 
contractor is having difficulty 
getting enough boom to con- 
tain it." 
She said, however, the spill 
was too far upstream to 
threaten the Akron water sup- 
ply. "Right now our concern 
is mainly wildlife," she said. 
THE SPILL was caused by 
a truck accident early Tues- 
day, officials said. 
At least 13 firefighters and 
police officers were treated 
Tuesday for headaches, nau- 
sea, dizziness, and skin and 
eye irritations at Geauga 
County Community Hospital. 
Wildlife officials were un- 
sure how poisonous the chem- 
ical would be to fish, fowl and 
game, but a spokesman for 
the company that ordered the 
chemical said it was no more 
harmful than the acetic acid 
found in vinegar. 
for oil." 
The cost of U.S. nuclear elec- 
tricity was lower than or equal 
to coal-generated power until 
1964, when several expensive 
nuclear plants came into serv- 
ice. Walske said. 
"As we look at the future, we 
believe we can turn that around 
and make nuclear power 
cheaper again than coal-fired 
power," he said. "What we have 
to do is build the plants faster so 
that they accumulate less inter- 
est during construction." 
Plants now coming into serv- 
ice have taken 10 to 15 years to 
complete, while some of the 
earlier, smaller plants were 
built in just a couple of years, he 
said. 
While a nuclear plant costs 
about 50 percent more to build 
than a coal plant of the same 
capacity, the total cost of elec- 
tricity can be cheaper for the 
nuclear facility because of an 
advantage in fuel costs, he said. 
WALSKE SAID new coal and 
nuclear power plants are not 
being ordered now because the 
nation still has 10 percent more 
electricity than is needed for 
system reliability. 
"(But) we're slowly eating 
into it," he said. "Along about 
1990, that cushion will be gone." 
Walske said he believes nu- 
clear power is the safest way of 
generating electricity. 
"We don't have any smoke- 
stacks on nuclear power 
plants," he said. 
Study: Olive oil reduces 
risks from cholesterol 
BOSTON (AP) - Replacing saturated fats 
with olive oil in food helps reduce cholesterol, 
according to new research that suggests Medi- 
terranean fare is a healthy alternative to very 
low-fat diets for people whose cholesterol levels 
are too high. 
Olive oil is high in mono-unsaturated fat, and 
the research shows that eating food rich in this 
fat effectively lowers cholesterol levels in the 
blood, just as a very low-fat diet does. 
To benefit from this diet, however, people 
must largely give up saturated fat and replace 
it with the mono-unsaturated variety. 
A high blood cholesterol level sharply in- 
creases the risk of heart disease. Many health 
guidelines urge Americans with this problem to 
restrict their fat intake to the amounts common 
in Asian countries, where heart disease is rare. 
Heart disease also is relatively unusual in 
such Mediterranean regions as southern Italy 
and Greece, where olive oil is used liberally. 
"THIS PAPER supports the concept that a 
Mediterranean-type diet, high in mono-unsatu- 
rates, represents a reasonable alternative to a 
very low-fat diet for Americans," said Dr. Scott 
Grundy, who conducted the study. "We may 
have been a little too rigid in our dietary 
recommendations, saying that everybody has 
to eat the same diet to get the benefit of 
cholesterol lowering." 
Grundy's research, conducted at the Veter- 
ans Administration Medical Center in Dallas, 
was published today's New England Journal of 
Medicine. 
The American Heart Association recom- 
mends that all Americans limit their fat con- 
sumption to 30 percent of the calories they eat 
each day. Saturated fat should make up no 
more than 10 percent of the total. 
For those with elevated blood cholesterol 
levels, the association urges people to limit 
their fat intake to 20 percent of their daily 
calories. 
Dr. W. Virgil Brown of New York's Mount 
Sinai Medical Center, chairman of the heart 
association's nutrition committee, says the 
association is not likely to change its recom- 
mendations as a result of the latest research. 
BUT HE said a diet high in mono-unsaturates 
and low in saturated fat may be useful if people 
stick to it. 
However, he said a drawback is that fat is 
laden with calories. And people on a high-mono- 
unsaturate diet might put on weight, which 
would increase their risk of heart disease. 
o CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER      ° 
Look for (he pizza man on 
(f iGU^ campus with  his bright orange 
j-A*^ jacket, and tag him for a valuable 
*^f8'      7v~ coupon for your next Pizza 
</T\vz*A\ Brother's visit. /iff!<o] £V> P.S. His name is not Herb! 
T_r-jr0Is££j7N"*' Save this id for 2 Ft« Pep*i with 
O    ( W    ly^pV ■at order. (Not good with any other offer)               0 
JOURNALISM 300 
TOMORROW 
March 21 is the deadline to apply 
for Journalism 300 for summer or 
fall semesters. Admission forms 
are in Room 302 of West Hall. 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
FREE 
Heat * Water * Sewer 
825 Third St. 
• 1 Bedroom Unfurnished 
• Close To Campus 
•k Washer and Dryer on Premises 
• Student Consumer Union Lease 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
Round trip. Anywhere we go. 
i 
\ 
i 
This Spring Break, if you and your friends 
are dunking about heading to the slopes, the 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound' can 
take you there. For only $99 or less, round trip. 
From February 15 through April 27, all you 
do is show us your college student I.D. card 
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will 
then be good for travel for 15 days from the date 
of purchase. 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less. 
For more information, call Greyhound. 
Mi«pit<miv^lcdh.ni»ta«ID <jrtI*™pufdiaw No ahoitacaina apply Tnkmatr 
uuiUMifaiW»^d|DodlMtmdoaOwYhowidUio,lnt. and «ho pwimtwm* camm Canaan 
Koran apply OfirtSenmilVa* OBtrlmleil No nkd m Cana* 
on GREYHOUND And leave the driving to us: 
500 Lehman Avenue, 353-5982 
*£&*-. 
Now, choose the eye color 
that's just right for you. 
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft 
contact lenses by Bausch & l.omb. 
Whan you wont to change your natural eye color, liven up 
your ayes with NaturalTint soli contact lenses. Availabla 
In crystal blue aqua, joda and sable they'll help you look 
your best while Improving your vision. Of course, the only 
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair 
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an 
appointment. 
Contact Specials 
B & I Natural Tint Contacts 75.00 
B & L Extended Wear Contacts 99.00 
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts "89.00 
Daily Wear Soft Lenses '34.00 
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra 
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift, O.D. 
Burlington Optical Inc. 
161* I. Weoiter, StleUw Pkne, towUne. Green 352 2533 
!»M S. Reynold. Rd.. Toledo M2-20M 
3159 Sylvanla Ave., Toledo 473-1 US 
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Larranaga trying to construct winner 
by Ron Fritz 
assistant sports editor 
Jim Larranaga has a 
blueprint for success. 
But it seems materials are 
scarce for Bowling Green's new 
bead basketball coach to bridge 
the gap between the Falcons and 
the rest of the Mid-American 
Conference. 
That's why no sooner than you 
get the pronunciation of his 
name correct, Larranaga's 
leaving today for Ohio's nigh 
school basketball tournament in 
Dayton to begin recruiting play- 
ers who can implement his plan. 
Larranaga said he must first 
build a foundation and gradually 
add to it. He said there are 
several keys to constructing a 
solid base. 
"In basketball, you must get 
people you can work wiui - 
starting with a staff," he said. 
"Your staff must have a nice 
balance with the ability to re- 
cruit, teach, analyze and imple- 
ment strategy. 
"Then you have to find quality 
players, not only as athletes, but 
people and students," the 36- 
year-old coach said. "The ath- 
lete must have individual goals 
in terms of career plans and 
what he wants to do when he 
graduates. He must also have a 
Dst of priorities with the proper 
balance between school, basket- 
ball and having a good time in 
his college career. 
LARRANAGA ALSO said that 
a program must have the sup- 
eirt of the University's adminis- 
ation, and also the backing of 
the student body, community, 
alumni, and just the average 
fan. 
And since many high school 
(ilayers have already made col- 
ege committments, Larranaga 
is making recruiting his first 
priority. He is going to work 
with present BG cage assistants 
Mark Paluszak and Ron John- 
son for a few weeks while also 
accepting applications for his 
"First is to recruit quality players, then 
establish a winning attitude. Thirdly, is to 
promote and encourage the players in the 
classroom. Then to develop a consistent 
work ethic." 
— Jim Larranaga 
staff. 
The former University of Vir- 
ginia assistant coach, who has a 
reputation of being one of the 
nation's finest recruiters, is 
going to have to draw from all 
his recruiting resources. 
"In terms of recruiting, you 
have to have several different 
target areas each year based of 
several criteria, Larranaga 
said. "One target area each 
year is going to be Ohio. You 
have to think of it as the bullseye 
on a target. 
"Other areas such as Detroit, 
Indiana, New York City, and the 
East Coast must be thought of as 
the smaller point totals outside 
of the bullseye, and you don't go 
there as much. You can't score 
as many points there as with the 
bullseye. 
WHEN   RECRUITING   a 
6layer, Larranaga said he hopes 
) impress on a player the same 
things which endeared BG to 
him. He said the outstanding 
academic program, the warm 
and friendly community, the 
attractive campus, and the out- 
standing basketball league 
(MAC) will be his tools for re- 
cruiting. 
Although   there   are   things 
which must be accomplished 
right now, Larranaga has five 
goals which he hopes to attain. 
"First is to recruit quality 
players, then establish a win- 
ning attitude," he said. 
"Thirdly, is to promote and en- 
courage the players in the class- 
room. Then we want to develop a 
consistent work ethic in practice 
and games. 
"Lastly, I want us to be com- 
petative both within the confer- 
ence and in non-league games." 
Larranaga said three people 
have influenced his coaching 
ideas - University of Virginia 
head coach Terry Holland, for- 
mer Providence College head 
coach and current Big East 
commissioner Dave Gavitt, and 
his high school coach Jack Cur- 
ran, the most successful prep 
coach in New York City. 
"I firmly believe in Terry's 
coaching philosophy," he said. 
"Dave made me aware of all 
different aspects of the game 
and Jack is probably the finest 
teacher of fundamentals I've 
ever been around." 
HE SAID his coaching philoso- 
phy on offense and defense will 
depend on the strengths and 
weaknesses of his personnel. 
"My personal preference is to 
play offensively and defensively 
at 94 feet." Larranaga said. 
"But we will do whatever we 
feel necessary to win basketball 
games." 
After he fills out his roster and 
coaching staff, promoting the 
team to the University and com- 
munity will be an objective of 
Larranaga. 
"I would say the administra- 
tion, fans and students should 
realizethis is theit team, not 
mine," he said. "But together 
we can establish something we 
can all be proud of. 
"The school spirit that can be 
generated through all sports 
programs makes the college ex- 
perience that much worth- 
while." 
The world is waiting. 
Be an exchange student Tigers outlast Reds in slugfest 
Purchase any 12" or 16" 
Superb cheeie pizza only... ■ 
SV199  i 4 
Additional Items SI00 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) - Kirk 
Gibson, Nelson Simmons and 
Mike Laga all homered, but it 
took Cnet Lemon's bases- 
loaded, ninth-inning single to 
give the Detroit Tigers an 11-10 
exhibition victory over the Cin- 
cinnati Reds yesterday. 
The Tigers, who improved 
their Grapefruit League record 
to 9-4, led by as much as 8-1 
before the Reds, 7-4, stormed 
back against a parade of relief 
pitchers. 
Gibson, making his first ap- 
pearance since receiving an in- 
jection over the weekend for his 
sore left shoulder, drove in five 
runs with a pair of tape-measure 
homers, his second and third of 
thepre-season. 
The Tiger homers and De- 
troit's snaky relief pitching 
overshadowed a sparkling pitch- 
ing performance by Frank Tan- 
ana, who went the first five 
innings for Detroit, allowing just 
one hit, striking out six and 
walking four. 
The four Reds Tanana walked 
all came in the fifth inning, 
forcing home Bo Diaz with Cin- 
cinnati's first run. 
Cincinnati scored two runs in 
the top of the ninth to take a 10-9 
lead on a two-run triple by Kal 
Daniels which drove in Kurt 
Stillwell and Eric Davis, both of 
whom had singled off eventual 
winner Willie Hernandez, 2-1. 
Dave Bergman opened the 
Tigers' ninth with a single off 
Mike Smith, 1-2. Bergman went 
to second on a grjtunder by Sim 
Application For 
HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Deadline: Monday, April 7, 1986 
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who 
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in 
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500. 
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate 
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview 
with the selection committee. 
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office 
of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m., 
Monday. April 7. 1986. 
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about April 16, 
1986. 
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, 
Mileti Alumni Center.            
an 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough S Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES. 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW. BANK. FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
•Cos heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
'
Fast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
•In house laundry centers 
•Plenty of storage area 
•Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
See 
ii La Cage 
Aux Folles" 
Wl 
When: April 10 
Where: Toledo Masonic Auditorium 
Cost: $26 with transportation 
$24 without transportation 
Time: show starts at 8 p.m. Bus 
will leave Union Oval at 6:45 p.m. 
Tickets on sale in the UAO office. 
3rd floor. Union 
mons and took third on a single 
by Doug Baker. John Grubb 
singled Bergman home to tie it 
10-10, and Darnell Coles was 
given an intentional walk to set 
the table for Lemon, who 
slapped a single to left, driving 
Gibson hit a solo shot in the 
first inning. Simmons led off the 
second with his third homer of 
the spring. Gibson socked a tre- 
mendous two-run shot that hit 
high on the right field light tower 
inthe fifth and Laga hit his fifth, 
a solo shot, in the eighth. 
Cincinnati scored two in the 
sixth off Paul Voight, who 
walked four and uncorked two 
wild pitches during the one-third 
inning he was credited with. 
The Reds batted around while 
scoring five in the seventh off 
Bill Cooper and Chuck Cary. 
Davis had a two-run double to 
highlight the inning. 
Save your breath. 
Plantatreeto 
make more oxygen. 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
The BGSU Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
EDITORS 
of 
Summer 1986 
Fall Semester 1986 
1987 Yearbook 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
Thru Friday, April 4, 5 p.m. 
Applications available at 214 West Hall 
The BG News 
The BG News 
The KEY 
Gavel 
Obsidian 
Miscellany 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
t 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
'Palmer Avenue 
'South Summit St. 
'Napoleon Road 
w One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
* Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintainance 
* Swimming Pools 
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
OHict: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
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Karl leader of Cavalier circus 
Cleveland coach too "forward" with his big men 
by Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
One step forward, two 
backward. That seems to be the 
phjlosphy guiding the Cleveland 
When the Gund brothers 
bought the franchise, I thought 
the three ring circus Ted Stepien 
had set up would be eliminated. 
But The George Karl Show 
incident seems to have brought 
the carnival atmosphere back to 
life. 
Now that Karl has been fired, 
it's useless to argue on whether 
he really applied for the 
University of Pittsburgh Job or if 
the Cleveland media railroaded 
him out of town. To use a 
phrase - the point is moot. 
But it does magnify the fact 
that the Cavs are having more 
trouble on the court than on (if 
that's possible), and Karl is as 
much to blame as anyone. He 
has assembled a mediocre 
team; mediocre when their 
aren't seven players on the 
injured reserve. 
The Cavs' efforts to make the 
playoffs resemble a salmon 
trying to get upstream to spawn. 
Like the salmon, the Cavs will 
The Cavs' efforts to make the playoffs 
resemble a salmon trying to get upstream 
to spawn. Like the salmon, the Cavs will 
probably get there, but won't last too 
long. 
probably get there, but won't 
last too long. 
Much of the blame for 
Cleveland's plight rests 
squarely on the shoulders of the 
ex-coach. 
KARL DOES not employ 
acenter, at least not in the 
classic definition. No, 
Cleveland's mentor employs 
three forwards. The experiment 
has become a revolutionary □op. 
In fact, I think Karl may have 
been trying to corner the market 
on power forwards. He has tried 
power forwards at center and 
small forward, in addition to 
their natural position. 
Looking at Cleveland's roster, 
there are an incredible 
abundance of players who fit the 
bill for power forward - Edgar 
Jones, Roy Hinson, Lonnie 
Shelton, Keith Lee, Mel Turpin 
and Ben Poquette. These 
players are too small or not 
physical enough to be centers 
and too slow or awkward to be 
small forwards. 
Cleveland hammers 
the Brewers, 13-2 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The 
Cleveland Indians erupted for 11 
runs in the eighth inning to 
break open a 2-2 tie to beat the 
Milwaukee Brewers 13-2 yester- 
day in Cactus League exhibition 
season action. 
Brook Jacoby's run-scoring 
double off Bob McClure was the 
game winner. Jacoby was four- 
for-five with three RBIs. which 
gives him a team-leading 13 
RBIs in spring action. 
Two batters after Jacoby, 
' Carmen Castillo tripled with the 
bases loaded to put the game out 
of reach. 
Curt Wardle, 2-0, was the win- 
ner,  tossing  one-and-one-third 
hitless innings.   McClure,  0-1, 
took the loss. 
Tom   Candiotti  started   the 
Ce for the Indians and tossed 
shutout innings, allowing 
just five base runners and strik- 
ing out five. 
The two Brewer runs came off 
Bryan Oelkers, who pitched one 
and two third innings and al- 
lowed seven hits. 
The final Cleveland hurler 
was Scott Bailes, who set down 
the Brewers in order in the ninth 
inning. 
The Indians are 5S after the 
win. 
Sign up today for the 
Mixology & Advanced Mixology 
Mini-Courses: 
Mondays beginning 
March 17 & ending April 28 
Classes held in 303 Eppler North 
Cost for each is $20 
Instructor is Mike Stemple 
Mixology 7-8 p.m. 
Advanced Mixology — 8-9 p.m. 
(must have taken mixology to sign up) 
Sign up in the UAO Office, 3rd floor, 
Union. Must show ID proving age 21 by 
March 17. 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Don't mind the walk If you 
can §ave the money? 
841 Eighth St. 
• 2 Bedroom 
• Furnished & Unfurnished 
• Washer & Dryer on Premises 
• FREE Heat, Water & Sewer 
• Student Consumer Union 
Lease 
This is supposed to create 
problems for opponents, but 
seems to cause more difficulties 
for the Cavs. 
Small forwards across the 
league salivate like hungry dogs 
when the see the Cavs coming up 
in the schedule because the run 
circles around them while 
scoring a barrage of points. 
Meanwhile, big centers are 
setting up rebounding clinics 
under the backboard. 
UNDAUNTED AND keeping 
faith in the three-forward 
system, Karl picks up Ron 
Brewer, who had already failed 
in a previous trial with the Cavs. 
But the now unemployed coach 
was impressed and even used 
the 6-4 matador-style defender 
at small forward. Some might 
call the move innovative, I call it 
desperate. In either case, it 
hasn't noticeably improved the 
won-loss ratio. 
Complimenting the three- 
fowara system is the three- 
guard platoon. I guess Karl likes 
Bucking tradition. 
While most teams employ two 
pairs of guards - two shooting 
and two point guards - the Cavs 
have three guards that shoulder 
most of the playing time-World 
B. Free, Eddie Johnson and 
John Bagley. 
Free is strictly a shooter and 
Bagley a playmaker, but 
Johnson plays a swingman, 
seeing action at both spots. 
Promising point guard Dirk 
Minnifield is the odd man out, 
although his playing time is 
increasing. 
LAST WEAR, Karl rode 
momentum and a Free hot 
streak into the playoffs and it 
almost carried him past Boston. 
This year, luck wasn't enough 
and Cleveland needed some 
strong coaching and 
management to pull them 
through. Instead, it's pulling 
them under. 
The Gund brothers need to re- 
establish respectability for the 
Cavs. They can't do this by 
trying to mask obvious 
weaknesses at power forward 
and center with an 
overabundance of power 
forwards. 
If the Cavs don't attack their 
problems, the NBA will start 
singing the song they used to 
introduce Stepien's teams, 
"Send in the Clowns." - 
something no carnival should be 
without. 
FOR AN EDUCATION IN GOOD TIMES 
COME OUT TO COLLEGE STATION 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
Featuring the Finest Dance Music In Bowling Green 
w
"
n
 Cindy Pierce 
from 92 5 WMHE 
1616 E. Wooster 
In Stadium Plaza 
■ rrTTTTTX 
mini 
■.O.'t Urgait Mwrto i»Urtlea at *"**> 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
MOVIE RENTAL 
$1.95 overnight 
$2.95 two days 
ooo 
Mid-Day Movie Madness 
99'same day rental 
(du. in by 5 00) 
VCR RENTAL 
1 night $5.95 
2 nights $11.90 
plus 1 movla 
3 night* $17.85 
plus 1 movla 
plut valuable* coupon 
upon return 
No Dopoilt Roqulrod 
No Club Membership Required for Rental 
3900 MOVIES 
All the newest releases. Plus 
lots of oldies but goodies 
112 E. Washington, B.G. 
352-4171 «■**! inn i rf^TTTTT I * i: 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
Milner struggling 
for starting spot 
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Dark, 
solitary hours of delivering 
newspapers in Columbus, 
Ohio, taught Eddie Milner 
perseverance. 
Hot, draining hours of shov- 
eling sand at a Columbus 
steel plant gave him strength. 
Milner, 30, is building on 
those experiences this spring 
as he competes with Eric 
Davis for the starting center 
field job with the Cincinnati 
Reds. 
"It's not just the position, 
but respect." the fifth-year 
veteran said. "It takes a spe- 
cial kind of person to over- 
come a lot of barriers, to get 
the club to say, 'You ve 
earned this position.' I'm not 
talking about a platooning 
role." 
There always have been 
barriers for Milner, whose 
family background taught 
him to press ahead when 
things get rough. 
AS A youngster in Colum- 
bus, Milner awoke before 
dawn to deliver the Citizen- 
Journal newspaper, walked 
to school, practiced baseball 
after classes, walked home 
and retraced his paper route 
to deliver the Dispatch. 
"I'd do all that and then 
collect on Friday and Satur- 
day," said Milner, who esti- 
mated 200 customers on his 
route. "And you know how big 
those Sunday papers are." 
Life at home with his par- 
ents, four brothers and two 
sisters taught him to accept 
challenges with determin- 
ation. 
"We have the type of family 
where   nobody   gives   up, 
Milner said. 
The effort paid off in three 
city batting titles at Marion- 
Franklin High School and all- 
state wrestling honors. 
One summer Milner shov- 
eled sand as part of a process 
at a Columbus steel plant, 
going from work to the ball- 
park to pursue his baseball 
career with what energy was 
left. 
"That's probably why I'm 
as strong as I am," said 
Milner, who is 5-foot-H and 
170 pounds. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trade Michel JafTe 
ACROSS 
1 Mystery writer 3 
award 
6 Jack Tar 
9 Pan oi GWTW 
13 Acto» Green* 
14 Recording ind 
org 
16 Foray 
17 Christmas 
decorations 
19 Asian ever 
green tree 
20 Victory symbol 
21 Give, m 
Glasgow 
22 Greener 
24 Sea Ofd 
25 Author Fleming 
26 Actor Parker 
27 Seas 
30 Sotdwr s ID 
34 Cat. m Cordoba 
36 Flavor 
36 Priggish person 
39 W African 
tribesmen 
40 Humdingers 
42 Poel s form of 
67 Across 
43 Popular name 
in the Punjab 
45 Like the ocean 
46 Grafted m 
heraldry 
47 Gazer 
49 Summer TV 
fare 
51 Memorable 
periods 
53 Pensacoia mint 
facility 
54 Browmes org 
57 One ol the 
Andrews 
Sisters 
60 Cry of disgust 
61 White Mouse 
mckname 
62 Scrooge, to 
friends 
63 Birthplace of 
James 
Whitcomb Riiey 
66 Dugoul Fr 
67 Emerald isie 
republic 
66 Rust genus 
69 Aclor Connery 
70 Moroccan city 
71 Red Square 
name 
DOWN 
1 Student, m 
Pans 
2 Strait of - 
3 Jade, for one 
4 Not this one 
Abbr 
5 Baseball s 
Jackson 
6 Viking 
discovery7 
7 Goose Fr 
8 Park m Albena 
9 Verdant 
10 Hippocraw — 
11 Shade of green 
12 Hessian river 
15 — as a beet 
16 Theater district 
23 Fabulist Var 
28 When I - 
judgement   ws 
29 Villain s 
eipresson 
31 Looks sick 
32 Mine entrance 
33 Littler of golf 
34 Sound of 
amazement 
35 Rose s lover 
37 Goffers 
payments 
41 Wrist problem 
44 Mister, m 
Mannheim 
46 Green Moun- 
tams eg 
50 Serviceable 
52 Decorative line 
on a letter 
55 Old Italian coins 
56 On — (continu- 
ously) 
57 Green pastures 
56 French cleric 
59 Autnor 
Caspary 
64 Sooner than 
65 Dande' 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
p AM D E R 1 n W A T A A.JLAB. 1 c E c u P 1 D 1 c c R F E 
s t S 0 u 1 1 H A 1 
P ACE s 0 L 1   T A R Y F 
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f 
■ E N 1 E N ■BB1 
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A A u L 1 S H 
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3117/16 
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1" 1 LH"     ■" 
' Iff* IM   Kn,t\<s   Ii*n SilHl.c ■!. 3/17/66 
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THURSDAY- 
Centerfold Night 
$100.°° in cash to the winner 
Free Admission with College I.D. 
FRIDAY- 
FM 104 Best Chest Contest 
$100.00 in cash to the winner 
SATURDAY- 
Past Prime Pizza Party 
Open till 4:00 a.m. 
Plenty of pizza & fun 
Classifieds BG News/March 20,1986 10 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
AFRICAN WEEK 86 
Mon. March 31   2-4pm. MMMONl Lounge 
411 South HM Coffee Hour., Slid* Show. 
Thurs . Apr   3. 8pm   Amani   Film Show on 
Afrtce-Atrtcen Artrfsctl 
Fn . Apr   4   7pm. Amani  Panel Dlecuaslon: 
'The Rote ol Women In Ih. Struggle Against 
Apartheid." 
Sat . Apr 5. 5pm. Amani African Dinner 
IOonatlon-t3.00) Keynote Speaker- ThMW 
"Ma)om> Rule-There Can la No Com- 
promise." 
ALTERATIONS a general repair 
Zippers replaced, hemming, ale Call 
AFTER 7.00 p m 353 7592 Robin 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE 
S135 MILLION- m Knew aid MM unused last 
yaar Fraahman. Sophomoraa. ongoing 
graduate students, lor harp cashing m on mow 
lunde. cal Acadamic Data Sarvioea loi free 
1-800- 544-1574. Eitanaion 839. or write 
P O Bo. 18483. Chattanooga  TN 37418 
Aia you looking lor blatant perfection? Coma 
to Campus Crusade lor Christ's Thursday hkghl 
Uve lor tun skits, smgaig. and a talk on 
Unrealistic Expectations Thursday. March 
20th. 7 30 p m In the Arumnm Room (3rd floor 
Union) 
Intramural Employees rl you worked lor Unrver 
irty Intramurals this year as a supervisor or of- 
ficial wtf be attending summer school and want 
to work lor Intramurals this summer. atop by the 
M Office sod fa out an apphcaton by noon 
March 20 
Abortion 
Fraa Pregnancy Teat 
Morning After Treatment 
Center lor Choice 
151 N Michigan 
Toledo. Ohio 
(4191 255-7789 
PERSONALS 
SENIORS 
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY. 1988 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES YOUR CAP 
AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE PLACE0 BY 
APRIL 1 1886 PLEASE PLACE YOUR 
ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER IN THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY 
PHONtNG 372-2851 
JOURNALISM 300 deadline o 
MARCH 21 
RECYCLE SATURDAY 
Cajh lor CanS 
Nnwspapers-Oil Glass 
RECYCLING CENTER 
515 E  PoeRd 
(across from Coasge Park) 
9 am- 2 pm OPEN 2nd a 4th Sat 
Alum Cans 22 cents-lb 352-5448 
"SUNGLASSES" 
"SUNGLASSES" 
"SUNGLASSES" 
"SUNGLASSES" 
FOR SALE 15 1 U NOW 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
TO0AY-MATH SCIENCE »-4 PM 
DON'T BE CAUGHT WO A PAIR 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST   CANNON SURESHOT 35MM CAMERA 
MISSING FOR 4 OR 5 WEEKS 
PLEASE CALL 354-8570 REWARD 
LOST 24" gold chain and medium sized gold 
cross Losl m Iron! ol Rodgers Quad on 
weekend ol Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental 
>alue! REWAR0. Call 352-4311 
RIDES 
Needed Ride to Washington DC 2 seats 
Flenble departure time Cal 372-7144 or 
352-5147 Wa'l help with gas 
Ride needed to Chicago area over Sprig 
Break wa help with gas a toss Cal Monica 
2-5787 soon 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Al your typng needs-- 
prompt a professional 
Clara 352 4017 
Have your special event video taped Dale par- 
ties, formats weddings etc Cal 353-1809 or 
3526429 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS' Free pregnancy 
lest Obtectrve info Cal now 354 MOPE 
14673) Hrs M. Th 12 noon 8pm T.W 10 
tm 2pm. Sat   12 noon 2pm 
A LATE CONGRATULATIONS TO MARK AND 
MONICA ON YOUR PI KAPPA PHI-PHI MU 
LAVALIERING   BEST OF LUCK 
THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PHI 
Angle and Jan. 
Thanks for everything and sorry you guys had 
to put up with so much 
Dave 
ATTENTION PIZZA Lovers Support the Annual 
Alpha Celt Pizza Sale Al proceeds go lo the 
Toledo Ronald McDonald House Order yours 
today' 372-2840 
BG Gymnasts 
We can do it this weekend rl we slick together' 
Get psyched and let's surprise 
them all" 
Love. Tiffany 
BG TUMBLERS 
When the going gets tough 
The tough get gong"1 
Boast ol your own great idea 
Enrol in "Great Ideas 
A 8 S 200. Fall ol 86 
Captain Sheley Slatey 
Best ol Luck in the M AC 'a' 
We love you'" 
the team 
Cmdy Shock t Chns Schetter. 
I just wanted lo wish my Kappa Lir and Big Sis 
two   very   happy   birthdays    You   two   are 
marvelous 
KKG love and mine. 
LB 
CONGRATULATIONS JOHN AND PAULA ON 
YOUR  RECENT   LAVALIERING   BEST  OF 
LUCK FROM THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA 
PHI 
Congratulations Theta Chi A-Team Bowling on 
wrnmng The Al Fraternity Championship 
Gamma Phi Beta 
HOPES EVERYONE HAS A FUN AN0 SAFE 
SPRING BREAK' 
HEY CAMPER-GONNA MISS YOU WHEN I'M 
IN FLORIDA WHAT? YOU WANT A PINK 
SWEATSHIRT? MAYBE! EASE UP SPIKE! 
MISS YA -SHORTY 
Intramural Employees If you worked lor Univer- 
sity Intramurals this year as a supervisor or of- 
ficial wa be attending summer school, and warn 
lo work lor intramurals this summer, stop by the 
IM Office and ha out an application by noon 
March 20 
JT'sPlua 
French Bread Pliza-Only $1 75 
Phone 352-5475 
JT a Pizza 
14' Cheese Pizza-Only $2 75 
Phone 352-5475 
J T.'a Pizza 
10" Cheese Pizza Only SI 76 
Phone 362-5476 
JT1 Pizza 
18" Cheese Pizza-Only $3.76 
Phone 362-6475 
The past 5 months have been great' 
Love. Jenny 
John and Mart (Bum-2). 
The fun we had Saturday night had to be legal 
Between "The Green Posce", 'oUncta Toms 
Cabn". Pussy Gators. Ong Dong School and 
Cabbage, we had Quite a blest Let's do n agam 
REAL soon! 
Thanks guys 
Cathy and Debbie (Bum I) 
PS MUSHROOMS??? 
JOURNALISM 300 
MARCH 21 
Karen. 
Thanks lor being there afways whan I 
seem to need It. Al my love 
DAVE 
KJm. Kirn. Diane JB. Sue Cmdy 
Gat psyched because In a couple of days 
BMARCO ISLAND wB not know what till It The 
woman ol BG wB "STAY UP LATE" every 
right. Isn't there a law about no swimeuits after 
dark? CANT WAIT 
Love you- The other one 
PS Twacay-Show Saraaota what you got! 
"SUNGLASSES" 
"SUNGLASSES" 
■■SUNGLASSES" 
"SUNGLASSES" 
FOR SALE ISIII NOW 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
TODAY-HATH SCIENCE t-l PM 
DON'T BE CAUGHT W-O A PAIR 
Kriely Clements and Jim Shaffer 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GAMMA PHI 
BETA-PHI PSI PINNING' We are so happy for 
both of you. 
Love, the sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta 
LAURA WATTS 
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY'! THE QUESTION IS; 
WILL    YOU   RUN   THROUGH   THE    5   B S 
TODAY? 
LOVE. 
YOUR HAVEN MOUSE ROOMIES 
LSATMCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA REVIEW-NCLEX-HN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 538-3701 TOLEDO 
Mane. Nancy and Diane. 
Have a great time In Florida 
Don't get too drunk! 
II be thinking of ya! 
A Friend Always 
Amy Stahl 
MISSY G 
CHEER UP! JUST THINK NEXT WEEK YOU'LL 
BE HAVING FUN IN THE SUN HAVE A GREAT 
SPRING BREAK DON'T GET BURNED'" 
FLOWERMAN 
NEVER AGAIN 
wishes everyone a 
happy a sale Spring Break! 
Novelet C P Snow sard. "Art and Science are 
incompatible Want to find out why he's 
wrong? Enrol in  Great Ideas" A > S 200. FM 
orse 
Swtrnweer 
Beachwaer 
AI20Solf 
Falcon House 
140 E Wooater 
Downtown BG 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $ 1.80 minimum 
50' extra per ad tor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad. The BQ News will not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
.Phone#. 
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear: 
        Campus 4 City Events' _ 
        Loal * Found _ 
        Rides _ 
         Services Offered _ 
         Personals 
'CampuafClty Event ada ara published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sal* 
For Rant 
Datsa of Insertion Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mall) 
The BG New* 
214 West Hail BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of days to appear 
1 and 2 lad 
LOFT* ara now available 
for summer and lal semester 
For more information cal 
Loft Construction 
362-3838 19-5  M-Fl 
STOP IN TO SEE THE BEST OF SUN PRO- 
DUCTS  AT  UHLMAN'S  BEFORE   YOU  GO 
SOUTH FOR SPRING BREAK 
There's s new adrjton to 
FIRST EDITION 
Ten Messenger. formerly of Giemby's at 
Uhlman'a a taking appointments now. 
Cal 354-1477. 
To Our "Zaro-On-Tha-Fun-Scate' Dales 
We made K through regal romts (and some not 
so legal). Fuzzy Nave* a me BEST champagne 
So to show you wa remember Fear Weekend 
Take 2 WHO lal m WHAT parking lot? "Here 
comes the wasting bar" "It wB only take us 3 
minutes to gel ready" (Give or take half an 
hour), "la ttae the chrcken or the seafood' I'd 
axe s trough of del Coke a a cracker." You 
guys ara up to 3 on the Fun Scale' Thanks for 
everything, wa had a great time " 
Love. The Fear Twins 
Today. Patrick Q Murphy turned up on the 
•lepe ol the United Nations Bunding after 
eecaping Russian Incarceration What probing 
the reason behind Paddy Murphy's detamment. 
U.N. Officials discovered that, what In a state ol 
Intoxication. Murphy had unmtenUonaty stumbl- 
ed into the KrenBn A onto some highly 
technological secrets Unfortunately, however, 
due to hrs severe Inebriation at the time Ha la 
now unable to recal anything, thus keepmg 
those Russian secrets corrftdentlal 
Tony a Slave 
Hey babes thanks lor a great weekend Con- 
grats on going active and have a great spring 
break! 
Donna A Cathy 
WORK ON YOUR TAN DURING SPRING 
BREAK FOR THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY BALL 
THIS SPECIAL EVENT IS OPEN TO 
EVERYONE 
APRIL 10 
8 PM TO MI0NIQHT 
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
STUDENT   COUPLES-   IIS     OTHER 
COUPLES--S20 
"«= YOU THINK IT'S BAD TO" 
DRINK AND DRIVE. JOIN THE 
"I'M DRIVING CLUB" March 17-20 
••THE ANTI DRUNK DRIVING" 
PROGRAM IS HERE! JOIN THE 
"I'M DRIVING CLUB" March 17-20 
ALPHA DfELTS: 
Only 2 short weeks tv party time 
-LIFE'S A BEACH- 
Muster your courage' 
Ask that date' 
(Who knows? It might lust be fate!) 
Atphle says 'Do It'" 
Amy Jo Duerr 
Have you found your data yet? 
Why not check the bathtub? 
AMY ZIMMER 
Congratulations on finally going •diva! (How 
could era forget you?!?) 
Love, the Alpha Slg Little Slsses 
ATTENTION BG AND BOB WEEKLEY FANS: 
CALL 2-5051 AND WISH THIS WONDERFUL 
OUV A 
NAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
AXO'S 
We ware In "Hayven" on Friday night Looking 
forward to doing It again real soon ZBT'S 
Dear Fish: 
I hope you have a great Spring Break and If you 
get bored, rust give ma a cal because you know 
I'm good lor it 
HELP WANTED: 
SUMMER RA'S NEEDED PICK UP APPLICA- 
TIONS  IN  425  STUDENT   SERVICES    AP- 
PLICATIONS DUE APRIL 4 
Hustle, Mist, Amo, Hoper- 
SURF'S UPM 
Lets M the beach! Hope you're as psyched as 
me! Let's make It an unforgettable 9 days' Love 
ya-Stecey "Steiny" 
DAYTONA HERE WE COMEII 
Judy Knepke 
I know tomorrow you're Fkxtda bound; 
I hope you arrive sets and sound! 
Mty your birthday there be 
of good cheer; 
Espaoaffy now since you don't have 
to drink beer! 
Happy 2 Hi on the 28lhl 
Love. Kern Jeen 
KeHy HcTeman 
Hay Fran, hope you had a good 21 at 
Lava ya, Baby Wops and Wuny 
MBtE CAPRETTA 
It al began as a sal up date; 
But once the party started it was al great. 
Bikers Fuzzy navara Journey and al, 
Thanks tor Saturday. I had a bail' 
Love, your obnoxious Frito eater! 
NEW WOMEN'S SWIMSUIT SHIPMENT!! 
tithe 
DEC CENTER PRO SHOP 
You're s friend of mine' 
rJUEaTtON-WHAT'l THE BEST WAY TO 
CONTACT A BT1JOENT OBOANIZATiON? 
Answer-use the STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
MAILBOXES located in 405 Student Service* 
Cal 22843 lor detest 
USG ELECTIONS 
PETITIONS FOR 1888-87 USG PRES-VP 
> AT LARGE REPRESENTATIVES 
ARE AVAILABLE NOW AND DUE 
MARCH 21 BY 5 PM M 405 
STUDENT SERVICES 
Happy 19'Lets see it you can get beyond your 
zrjrtnkkmrtl! We Love Youl 
The ded J rue trot Mrs Tit-Less. Dtz. Square. 
the only real man on campus. Teradectyl J.B., 
Mandy That s not my name'. Skid. Karen, Ban- 
dy A Wen 
T0M.L.B.B. 
HAVE FUN IN FLORIDA. BUT NO O.A.'S I'LL 
aSBSYA. 
NUBB AND KISSES 
Y.LC.B. 
TOM FOWBBTELL 
VVjiett era blue 
Don't look lor the Irrloe 
Cuz the whole bag la thru! 
Tea bought the suit for the Intel .laws, now 
eee II again! the 7Sth Anniversary Baa It 
April ta from a pm to aasWlat in the Grand 
Ballroom Student couple ■-$ 15; other 
couplet IM. Get tickets from Mortar Board 
I or at 425 Student 
"Al of as learn to write In the 
second grade. ..mott of ua go onto 
greater things." -Bobby Knight 
■ you re looking for greater things try Alpha 
Lambda Delta a national honorary tor any ttu- 
dant who hat earned at least a 3.6 in hta ftrat 
semester or first year laccumaraovel of coBege 
Any Freshman who quatnat may pick up an ap- 
rjscaeon al 425 Student Services Applications 
tre due by March 21 
"OLE eWWBUTT" la k I Luke) 
Thanx tor the place over break-- 
I owe you Btlrtry lor thai one 
E/vay the Bahamas 
"The Danekin Chick" 
WANTED 
I lemare roommate to share e two bedroom apt 
for summer only Very reasonable Cal soon 
, 372-4373. 
1 norvsmoking mare roommate needed for sum- 
mer 88 to share 2 bedroom apt Cal Mark 
372-1471 cheap rent! 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATE 
LY: ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352-7885 
irresponsible male imale(a) lor Fel 88 A Spr- 
ing '87 Location negotiable Cal after 5 30. 
Brian 362 1188.  
Nori-TradWonal looking for aame or grrtd to 
share smal 2-bdrm house for now? for summer? 
for far? Clean, quiet, comfortable Irving Please 
Inquire  352-1542    Please  cal  back  ,1   no 
Student In desperate need ol garage or car port 
apace for motorcycle. Would only be for re- 
malnder ol semeeter 372-1150 
WANT 3 NEW FRIENDS? 
3 Female Education majors need 1 fun, non- 
smoking, mostly-serious student-type lernate to 
fB 4-person apt lor '88-'87 Cal Mel-lea for ki- 
lo 363-7805 
1 OB 1 FEMALE RC<>MMATES NEEDED FOR 
■Ml SCHOOL YEAR. TWO BEDROOM FUR- 
NISHED APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
CALL CATHY AT 
172-4808 SOON. 
HELP WANTED 
ACnVTTtES DIRECTOR NEEDED 
IN NEED OF A SUMMER JOB? 
Wei. then, as Yogi Bear says. "Hey. Hey-It's 
your lucky day!" 
Our campground, Yogi Bear's Jelystone Camp 
Resort is looking lor 2 creative, outgoing in- 
dividuals lo coordinate A direct activities for a 
I array camping reeort. 
LOCATION: Aurora. Oh. 5 mi from Sea World 
ol Ohio A Oeauga Lake Park 
Coasge Ji or Sr level preterrod Experience 
praf. but not a must Living (scales provided. II 
interested, sand resume to: Jetystone Camp 
Resort. 3392 SR 82, Mantua, OH 44255 
CHILD CARE-BOSTON AREA We neve many 
famBes looking tor loving chid care workers 
One year committment, excelent salary, 
benefits, round trip tisnsportation Aetna Flech. 
CrBdcare Placement Service. 149 Buckminsler 
Rd.Brootrina. MA 02148 817-688-8284 
Fun n the sun Work in Wysndol Lake In Cotub- 
mus. Otto Apply during Spring Break for mis 
summer Cat (814) 8899283 
lor an interview 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,040 S59.230yr 
Now Hiring Cal 1-805-687 6000 E.t R 9849 
for current federal eat 
SEE NEW VORK' Energetic Mother's Helper 
with good sense of humor wanted for New York 
Ciy area. 19 years- Must drive, non-smokei 
Start in May-June tor 1 year Opportunity to 
travel with family. Experience and references 
necessary Write: Marsha Veil, 11 Garden 
radge. Chappaqua. NY 10514 
Student with skate v auditing needed to perform 
an annual audit lor a smal nonprofit organization 
near campus There wB be compensation 
■ cal 352-7534 by March 21. 1988 
SLIMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Highly responsible individual needed tor live-in 
chedcare Many positions aval lor summer or 
YEAR LONG employment Salary, room A 
board, travel expenses S CT A NYC area Cal 
cosset tor into (203) 327-9033 or write Nanny 
Care. Inc. 93 Hormet Ave.. Oanen, CT 08820 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Lifeguards A pool marvarjars 
Cleveland area. (218)741-9461 
Summer help af The Porthole on Kelly's Wand 
Positions cooks A wartresses. send resume to 
18771 'Thorpe Rd . Chagrin Fata. OH 44022 
Want to do something exciting thai summer? 
Wei known bar and restaurant on Kerry's Island 
looking for fut-time summer bartenders, cooks, 
and BBBJ seiet Also looking for 2 people over 
21 to operate patio bar- sen serve Ice cream 
shop. Low cost housing available for 
employees Sand resumes to Jackie Finger. 
P.O Box 787, Ketyi raland, OH 43438 
Wanted 4-5 ferrates Openings aval Esmngs 
$8-10 hr a Mereeled oat Pat, 352 6406 
btwn 8am-1pm. eves  7-fipm 
-ATTENTION- 
VCT and Graphic Ana Ma|ors 
Student Publications wB be hiring lor 1988-87. 
slier Spring Break. Hands-on experience In pro 
ductton work Interested students may apply 
through Student Employment. 460 Student 
Services through March 21. 
NarBre) Qnaaa CMy Sasteola have operungi 
far par! tana astaajaaafl tutors. ApeUcsntt 
rarest have teacher certification Contact: CO. 
Mayert. Atet. Supt.. 140 S. Drove St., BowHng 
Oreen, OH 4J402 by March 11, IBM. EEOE 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Need   a  law   superstar   indMoutrs   for   top 
management   positions     Excelent   Income 
pottDBatt Cal 352 9511. 
NEW   ENGLAND   BROTHER-SISTER 
CAaa»S-(Mssi | Man Koe-Nac for Boya 
Danbae tor Ohta Counaetor Positions for Pro 
gram 0|itueeata. Al Team Sports, aapactaty 
Baaabai. naMnmal. Soccer, plut Archery, 
laBary. and Bering 26 Tennle openings. Also 
partorrntng Arta. Gymrawtjca, Rocketry Ropea 
Course: Al Waterfront ActtvfBae ttettetrsl 
Swtrvrxng. Skang. Smal Craft; Okie Cvermghl 
Camping. Computers. Woodcraft and more In 
(jure J A D Camping 1 90 Linden Avenue. Glen 
Ridge. NJ 07028 Phone (201) 429-8522 
FOR SALE 
1871 Ford LTD, 83,000 actual, good 419 cub 
engine, body not so good Cal 362-7337 
evenings 
1971 VW camper van 
352-8817 
1973 Chrysler Newport-2 door New battery 
arrow Urea A rime S900 287-4535 
1978 FOFID T BIRD 
AM-FM stereo, air conditioning, power steering 
power brakes, power windows power seats 
nice Interior, runt wM MUST SELL!! S600 or 
beat offer Very negotiable! Cal after i00O 
p.m. 352-8230 
1982 Yamafia 850 Special   $1300   Brack. 
chrome package, extra clean  Cal 353-1025 
before 5pm during the week. 
anytime on the weekends 
1984 CRX  air condition.  AM FM  cassette. 
ensee  control,   rear   window  defog.   under- 
coaling A bodyguard Asking S87B5, 
353-1500 
4 1 -2' X 2' white Whirlpool refrigerator $100 
Excelent ccndrtlon Cal everxnga after 8 00 
837-2440 
Stereo stand, twin mattress with box springs, 1*. 
ng cabinet Evenings 352-1220 
"The Second Time Around"-The best used fur 
rsture. 740 N Enterprise 352-3925 We are 
now accepting furniture for sale on a consign- 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom furrnshsd apartments 
649 Sixth Si  $450 mo plus eiec 
352-9457 between 12 4pm 
2 bedroom In the heart ol downtown 
352-3445 
2  bedroom apartments on  Scott  Hamilton 
Summar-Fal rentals Summer Rates' 
352-6822 
2 bedroom lumiahed apartments 
Summer Leases Only 
352-7454 
Adjacent campus 1 bedroom apartment 
$200-month plus utj A deposit Available May 
Yeers lease 352-7505 Ext 280 H 5 pm . 
3523408 eves 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apts -Houses-Rooms 
Summer Rentale-3 mo leases 
Phone 352-7365 
Catty Rentals 
2 bdrm apt. for 3-4 students 
Apt. for 1 or 2 students 
1 bdrm house. 12 mo. lease starting m May 
Phone 352-7386 
CHEAP RENT-now leasing for summer or laH 
semester A house across the street from cam- 
pus Cal Tom at 352-8000 
Thursttn Manor Apartments 
Futy Carpeted Air Conditioned 
Cable TV, Furnished Efficiency A 
Laundry Facsrtles Appftcations for 
Summer and Fal at 451 Thurstw Ave 
Across from Offanhauer Towers 
352-6436 
Large newly decorated 2 BR apartment 
Garage, washer-dryer bookings Avertable April 
16th $350~month 8 utarties 
514 W Wooater, 354-1753 
Large, 4 bedroom. 2 bathroom house to 
sublease for summer Available tor 1.2,3, or 4 
people Cal 354-2909 
LOOKING FOR SOMEWHERE QUIET TO UVE 
THIS SUMMER? HOUSE TO SUB-LEASE- 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS, LARGE FRONT 
YARD CORNER OF SECOND STREET-CALL 
SOON 353-1410 
LUXURY 1 BDRM UPTOWN IMMEDIATE 
SUBLET; HARDWOOD FLOORS. FIREPLACE. 
800 SO FT PORCH; $276 354-3283 
AFTER 5 PM 
Naadad: 1 or 2 open-minded female room 
malea for summer Vary dose to csmpus 
362-3939 8 am -11 pm. keep trying 
Houses A Apia for 88-87 school year 
Smith -Hoggs Rentals Office 532 Manvfle. rear 
352-9457 between 12-4 
Houaee and Apartments dose to campus lor 
summer 1988 and 88-87 school yaw. CM 
1-287-3341 
•2 E€l)ROOM-FURN A UNFURN • 
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS" 
Major Utabea A Cable TV Fum 
One half Block Otf Campus 
CALL TOM 
Mon Fn  7 AM Noon 362-4873 
Evening A wkend. 352-1800 
USING S C U MODEL LEASE 
Party Room 
Cal 352-9378 
Subltats MaarJowvktw Court Apartment effl- 
catney. untumrshed. $200--month A 1 -2 arec- 
itc 352-1196 
SUMMER RENTALS 
1 A 2 br. turn apts on 3rd St FREE AW CON- 
DiTIONlNG. water, sewer, etc Reduced rates 
VERY REASONABLE 
FALL-SPRING 88-87 
2 br unrts al 800 3rd St A 824 8th St Owner 
pays tor AC on 3rd St and for water, sewer A 
heat both locations  Limited Openings 
Cal 362-5163 days. 352-4988 eves 
Summer. 3 A 5 bedroom house Close to cam- 
pus Cal 1-287-3341. 
Two bedroom tumajned apts lor Fal 
362-2883 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. 
CABLE AMD AM CONDITIONING INCLUDEO. 
LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS AT BUFF 
VAJTIaBSrTS. CALL CAMK AT 372-lBat 
BOON. 
Efficiency Now Renting for Fal 
1 or 2 aamaatar lease, tuay lurnished 
al uaasea pax) Including color T V 
wah cable $285 month Phone 
364-3182 or 362-1620 Evenings 
